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•Speech

Long-term priorities Andrews' goal
By Frank Spurr

ment and an unwillingness to come
clean to the American people. He
believes the scandal was a spark
Calling for the guts to make which ignited- frustra
tion evident
critical cuts and key investments, in people across
the country.
U.S. Rep. Thomas H. Andrews
"Unless and until the Congress
(D) called for the forging of an can reorganize itself
and refocus
economic recovery strategy which itself on the problems
facing the
would not only deal with a short- country, there will be
more and
term recession, but a long-term more outrage, more and more
fruseconomic strategy which will re- tration and more and
more spinbuild this country.
ning of wheels," he said.
In yesterday afternoon's adAndrews said there is good
dress at the Damn Yankee, An- news and bad news regard
ing Condrews said the failure to look at the gress and its inability
to solve probfuture has resulted in gridlock — lems.The bad news
is it spends too
not only in Washington D.C., but much time laying blame
and pointacross America as well. Andrews ing fingers in order
to score partisaid although there are problems san points, when it could
be workin Congress, the time has come to ing toward solutions.
tap the resources between the pubHe said the good news is memlic and the private sector.
bers who were initially opposed to
"We've got to stop pitting the any type of legislation
restructurpublic sector against the private ing Congress, are
beginning to
sector, saying that government is move in the direction
of change.
all wrong or that corporations are This type of overha
ul. Andrews First-district representative Tom Andrews speaks Tuesday afall greedy," Andrews said.
said, was proposed by some senior ternoon at the Damn Yankee.(Kiesow photo.)
He cited many similarities be- members of Congress,
both Re- inihe U.S. and Maine.
plish this is to establish priorities.
tween Congress and corporations. publican and Democr
at. A com"I had the very naive assump"You don't spend 100 billion
He said one of the rhost disturbing mission composed
of members as tion that the place to go to initiate
dollars
to send someone to Mars
is the lack of vision each displays. well as independent
experts in that proposal was the transporta- when
you
can't even send your kids
"Just as Congress will not make management and
organization tion committee. How foolish can to college
. You don't establish bildecisions based on the next gener- would then design
a system which one be?" he said. Andrews said lions
and billions and billions of
ation but the next election, so will would work given the
problems of railroads were actually handled by dollars
for the military investment
a corporation make a decision not Congress today.
the Energy and C'ornmerce Com- in West Germany to
protect East
based upon the long-term producA labyrinth of committees and mittee. He found out
the reason Germany when they're all one countivity of that company and its com- sub-committees constr
ucted over railroads were handled by thatcom- try now,"
Andrews said.
munity,but on next quarter's prof- decades has contri
buted tothe grid- mittee was because the former chair
Andrews called upon 18-24it sheet," Andrews said.
lock. Andrews said. He offered a "liked trains."
year-old voters to take an active
The recent banking scandal was personal experience which
demAndrews said wiser investments role in elections in order
to make
more than an issue of bouncing onstrated the frustra
tion he felt and critical cuts are needed to keep gover
nment responsive and rechecks and he said it resulted from when he first propos
ed first-class the U.S. competitive on a global sponsi
ble in its decision-making,
arrogance of power, mismanage- passenger and freight
rail service scale. He said the way to accom- both in
the short and long term.
Staff Writer

•Student government

Budget battle divides General Student Senate

P'Nuts co-op dies a quick death; alumni newsletters get the
By William R. Grasso

Staff Writer
The Damn Yankee was full for
the first time in months with a
General Student Senate meeting
A signal in GSS life which means
only one thing — budget time.
The General Student Senate
met last night to finalize next
year's student budget. A group of
concerned students stood and sat
at the back waiting for a turn to
speak for their respective student
groups.
The senate began the evening
with the task of examining the
Executive Budgetary Committee's
(EBC) recommendations. The
EBC reviews budgets submitted
by each student group and service
board and decides how to allocate
GSS money to each group.
Many organizations will find

axe

sary to be eligible for funding.
The motion failed by only four
votes.
One group that did have representatives present, P'Nuts Coop,
had 10 representatives to speak on
behalf of their student organization. Most other groups had none
or two at most, with half going
unrepresented.
P'Nuts is aui on-campus food
co-operative that looks to GSS
for funding. The EBC recomStudent senators vote on the budget Tuesday night.
(Desberg mended no funding for P'Nuts,
photo.)
on the grounds it should be selfsufficient.
they got less for their budgets than non-represented
groups and not
The Co-op, which has been
they expected, due to the current allocate any money
to them. The around in one form or another for
cuts the GSS faces. But some al- money would be set aside,
but those 20 years according to P'Nuts comost had extra problems.
groups would have to re-submit ordinator Michel
le Theriault, sells
When it became apparent many requests for GSS fundin
g next year. "alternative food" to students that
organizations did not have any repRich Aldrich, chair of EBC, is environmentally
responsible and
resentative present, a motion was stated all groups
had been warned
made to table the budgets of all that a representative
was necesSec GSS on page 15

•Forum

Hutchinson
responds to
gambling
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer

Tocontinue assessing the needs
and the future -direction of the
Orono campus, University of
Maine President Frederick
Hutchinson responded to more
concerns at yesterday's open forum, in the Memorial Union's
Bangor Lounge.
Bob Bayer, professor of animal, veterinary and aquatic sciences,said he was concerned with
the poor study environment existing on campus.
"I'm hearing from my students
that the dormitory is not the most
conducive place to study. Starting
Thursday, the dorms are usually
too loud for studying, so students
go to the library, most of which is
also loud.
-This concerns me as a faculty
member who is seeing this frustration expressed by his students,and
as a parent who has a kid will be
attending next year," he said.
Hutchinson said this issue is a
"serious problem," which was also
present at Ohio State University.
"I am very concerned about
this, and I will be looking at ways
to improve it. I will also work on
improving the commencement behavior," he said.
In response to last weekend's
gambling incident,Hutchinson said
it was "unfortunate."
"But it isn't illegal to do this in
Maine or on this campus. Because
of this, there's nothing we could
do," he said.
The gambling incident violates
NCAA standards, and according
to Hutchinson the U Maine athletes
responsible for organizing the gambling ring will be penalized.
I do believe in a due process,
where one is innocent until proven
guilty," he said.
Hutchinson said if these students are convicted in court, he
will meet with UMaine Athletic
Director Michael Ploszek to decide what course of action to take
against the students who organized
the ring.
He said when UMairie Chancellor Robert Woodbury heard of
the gambling incident, he offered
his assistance.
"He asked me what he could
do, and I told him 'nothing,' because it's our problem," he said.
When asked what recommendations he is making for next year's
budget cuts, Hutchinson said he
didn't have any yet.
"At this point,I'm still meeting
See FORUM on page 16
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WorldBriefs
•AIDS

• Concert in London to benefit AIDS awareness
• Hawaiian wrestler accuses Japanese of racism

•

• Winnie Mandela says she'll stay active in politics
•Racism

Rock concert at Wembley Stadium
raises money for ALDS victims
LONDON(AP)—Some of the biggest names in
rock music played for 72,000
fans in Wembley Stadium to help AIDS sufferers
and honor a celebrated victim of
the disease — late Queen singer Freddie Mercury.
The event is expected to raise more than $17 milli
on to raise AIDS awareness and
help victims of the virus,London news reports quoti
ng other Queen members as saying.
Nearly a hundred performers, including Elton John,
David Bowie and George
Michael, gathered for the 4 1/2 hour concert, which
was broadcast on television to 70
countries.

1

Many in the crowd held red banners bearing Mercury's
name. Performers wore the red
ribbons that have become a symbol of AIDS awareness.
At one point, actress Elizabeth Taylor, president of the
American Foundation for AIDS
Research, strode onstage to loud applause.
"Protect yourselves," she told the crowd.
Liza Minnelli ended the concert, singing the Queen
hit "We Are The Champions."
The crowd joined in, arms raised in the air.

Hawaiian athlete accuses Japan of
racism in wrestling title dispute
TOKYO (AP) — A Hawaiian who's fought his way higher up the ranks
of
Japan's national sport than many thought possible for a foreigner— but been
denied
sumo wrestling's highest honor — has struck a raw nerve with charges of
racism.
The 577-pound wrestler was complaining about sumo officials' failure to promo
te him
to "yokozuna," or grand champion, last month after he won his third tourn
ament.
Japanese wrestlers have become grand champions after winning two straig
ht tournaments. Atisanoe has not achieved consecutive wins, but apparently feels his
three victories
merit the recognition.
Atisanoe,28, who is now an "ozeki,"or champion,also was quoted by the
Nihon Keizai
Shimbun as linking the controversy to U.S.-Japan trade disputes.
Atisanoe is wildly popular and his raising of the racism issue is bound to
make many
Japanese uncomfortable.
No foreigner has ever come as close as Atisanoe has to attaining the top
rank. Atisanoe
is the second American to have won one of the six annual tournaments, picki
ng up his first
victory in 1989.

2

•Expo'92

WorldDigest

Expo'92 opens in Spain
SEVILLE, Spain (AP) — The world's largest
showcase of culture and technology opened Monday to a chorus of church bells, a 21-gun salute and
the pounding of workers scrambling to finish exhibi
ts.
The doors of Expo '92 were officially opened by King
Juan Carlos, who promised in 1976 to play host at the event
to mark the 500th anniversary of Christopher Colum
bus'
first voyage to the New World.
The opening ceremonies also included a fireworks display and a military band.
Security was extremely tight due to concerns about terror
ist attacks by Basque separatists, who declared the Expo
and
the Summer Olympics in Barcelona as possible target
s.
Up to 10,000 security personnel patrolled the groun
ds
and guards searched all visitors. Electronic scanners
were
scheduled to be in place Tuesday.
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•Liberia

Peacekeeping force to
enter Liberia soon
MONROVIA, Liberia(AP) — A West African
peacekeeping force will begin deploying soon throughout Liberia,its commander said Monday. Rebel lead- •South Africa
er Charles Taylor said he would not block the move.
Taylor changed his mind and agreed to let the seven
nation force send soldiers into his territory. He
had been
pressured by regional governments supporting him and
by
Western donor nations.
The peacekeepers'commander,Maj.Gen.lshaya Balcut
,
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP)—
said his men would disarm Taylor's rebels and set up
Winbuffer
nie Mandela,still a heroine to many young
zones between different factions, under a peace
,
milita
nt
treaty
blacks,has launched a comeback campaign
signed two weeks ago.
just days
after her political career appeared to be
finished.
Taylor told the British Broadcasting Corp. his men
Thousands of African National Congr
ess supporters
would give up their weapons except for a police force
and cheered her Monday when she
vowed to remain active in
his private security unit.
politics despite controversies surrounding
her.
Mrs. Mandela's tumultuous career
seemed over last
week when she separated from her husba
•Mideastern politics
nd,ANC'President
Nelson Mandela,and resigned her post
as the ANC's social
welfare director.
The announcements came after several
of Mrs. Mandela's former associates accused her of
crimi
nal acts. Mrs.
CAIRO,Egypt(AP)— Always the showman,Col. Mande
la, convicted last year on kidnapping
and assault
Moanunar Gaclhafi rode 3 white Rolls Royce in a 70- charg
es involving four young blacks, maint
ains her innocar caravan Tuesday to meet President Hosni Mubarak cence
and is free as she mounts an appeal.
for talks on the Libyan leade(s showdown with the Wesi
The ANCleadership has sought to distance
itselffrom Mrs.
It was Gadhafi's first trip out of Libya since the Mande
la. Some leaders say privately that she has
become a
United Nations ordered sanctions against his country liabili
ty and they would prefer she stay out of the
spotlight.
over his refusal to surrender two suspects indicted by the
But the strong-willed Mrs. Mandela, 57,
still holds her
United States and Britain in the bombing of Pan Am
electe
d post on the ANC's national executive
i
committee,
Flight 103.
the policy-making body.
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•Kidnapping

Wmnie Mandela to
Saudi ambassador freed
remain active in politics after being held
captive

6

If I

Gadhafi meets Mubarek

5

SAN'A,Yemen(AP)r--Yeme
-Yu
ni commandos Monday freed dr Saudi ambassador,who was held
in his office
for 19 hours by a gunman demanding a
million ransom.
Thegunman firedtwiceashe wasoverp
owered,butnoone was hurt.
Ambassador Ali Kafaidi said the attack
er, who also was
armed with a grenade, apologized for
his actions but said he
was desperate for money.
There was no immediate word on the
fate of the attacker,
identified by the official Yemeni
press agency as Ahmed
Mathar Gameel al-Matari.
Kafaidi, in a telephone interview from
his home, told
The Associated Press he was freed at
about 8 a.m.
He said the man had raced past Yemen
i guards outside the
embassy and broke into his office about 1
p.m.Sunday,seizing
him and his counselor, Abdul-Aziz Fathi.
He later freed Fathi
Kafaidi said he talked with the gunman
throughout the
night, and eventually persuaded him to
order breakfast.
Monday morning, a commando disgu
ised as a waiter
entered the ambassador's office and
threw a cup of hot tea
into the gunman's face, Kafaidi said.
He said the man made a desperate attem
pt to reach a bag
he claimed held a bomb,but the
commandos held him back.
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•Movies

3

Do not try this at home

'Silence ofthe Lambs'
sequel tied up in court
By John Horn
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Less than a
month after "The Silence of the Lamb"
swept the Academy Awards, the proposed
sequel to the serial-murder thriller has two t
powerful Hollywood players tearing chunks,
out of each other in court.
"The Silence of the Lambs" won the
best picture Oscar and has grossed more
than $180 million to date in theaters and
video stores.
Both Universal Pictures and producer
Dino De Laurentiis claim negotiation rights
to produce a potentially lucrative follow-up.
Jodie Foster won the best actress Oscar
for her performance as FBI trainee Clarice
Starling; Anthony Hopkins won the hest
actor Oscar for playing killer Hannibal"The
Cannibal" Lecter.
A sequel would be based on the next
Thomas Harris novel about the Lecter character. Harris, author of"The Silence of the
Lambs," also wrote "Red Dragon," which
was made by De Laurentiis into the 1986
movie "Manhunter." He is expected to finish the next Lecter book in 18 months.
Miss Foster and Hopkins both said after
winning their Academy Awards last month
that they are interested in another "Silence"

go-around. Said Oscar-winning director
Jonathan Demme:"I want to make a sequel
so bad."
De Laurentiis, whose credits include
"Serpico" and "Million Dollar Mystery,"
said in a lawsuit filed against Universal on
Feb. 14 that the studio is trying to "extort"
half his rights to the "Silence" sequel.
The veteran producer claims to hold rights
for "first negotiation and last refusal" to the
novel.
Universal, in a cross-complaint filed
April 8 in Los Angeles Superior Court,said
De Laurentiis failed to deliver the $13 million horror movie "Army of Darkness: Evil
Dead 3" by a March deadline.
An oral amendment to the studio's contract with the producer called for Universal
and De Laurentiis to be equal partners in the
"Silence" sequel, the studio said. Universal
would pay half of the sequel costs and distribute the film.
An attorney for De Laurentiis, W.Casey
Walls, said no such amendment exists.
Walls said,Universal changed the"Army
of Darkness" deadline knowing that De
Laurentiis couldn't finish the film in time
and withheld payment for half the movie's
budget. The studio did so in retaliation for
De Laurentiis' not sharing the "Silence"
sequel rights, Walls said.

First-year student Tim Jones enjoys the warm weather yesterday.(Howland
photo.)

Traveling
in May?

What do
three comedians,
two hours, and
Maine Day
have in common?

Save 37% or more by booking with Hewins
Travel NOW!
The good news is that the recent airline fare war has lowered
fares by at least 37%. If you book 7 or 21 days in advance, you
could save even more Act quickly as seats are going fast.
Your on-campus travel experts have all the details. Call Karen,
Karen or Kim at: 581-1400

Come to the
Fieldhouse at
7:00pm on April 22nd
to find out.

HEW/NS/Carlson Travel Network
1111111.111111MENIMINIalca

The Official Travel Agency ofthe University ofMaine, serving the needs
ofthe university community since 1985. Conveniently located on the
firstfloor ofChadbourne Hall.
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Summer
Advertising
Internship

The Bar Harbor Times is seeking an
ambitious person to work in the Advertising
Department. Responsibilities include selling
ads and paste-up production—a great
experience In a great location!
Send resume to: Joy Froding
The Bar Harbor Times
P.O. Box 68
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609

IN BAR HARBOR
Buy any small Pizza and get the second

Pizza for a Buck!*
(and

we deliver, too)

Pizza rim

167 Center St.

Old Town •827-6460

(ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE POST OFFICE.)
*Of equal or lesser value, up to 3 toppings, one coupon per order, not to be, etc., etc....

. 17131Y7,9T,

-400,44e..4
.,
4 4401eireanwarseeree44441
1.4
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•Sigma Tau Delta

English Honor Society finishes year
By Mike McLaughlin

Staff Writer

•

The University of Maine chapter ofSigma
Tau Delta held its final meeting ofthe semester
last week, wrapping up its busiest year to date.
"I can think of few other honor societies
that are as active as Sigma Tau Delta," Naomi
Jacobs, associate professor of English and
faculty advisor to the society, said.
Sigma Tau Delta is an international honor
society for English majors with over 300
chapters worldwide.
The UMaine chapter, Jacobs said, has
shown an enormous amount of ambition this
year and has become not only an honor society, but also a service organization.
One of the recent services Sigma Tau
Delta has provided to the UMaine community
is a volunteer tutor training workshop.
In association with the Bangor Chapter of
Literacy Volunteers, Jacobs said Sigma Tau
Delta has sponsored the workshop for the past

fa ofservice

two weeks, which has included sessions cer- yourse
lf," Morrison said.
tifying people to be tutors of English as a
Since coming to UMaine last fall, Morrisecond language.
son said she has tried to get the most outofher
As a certified tutor of English as a second exchange
experience by being involved in a
language, Jacobs said a person could help variety
ofactivities and organizations,includinternational students and professors adapt to ing
Sigma Tau Delta.
the UMaine community. For English majors,
"I think of Sigma Tau Delta as more of a
she said this certification will be a beneficial service organ
ization than as a bunch of smart
addition to their resumes.
people getting together to pat each other's
Jacobs said one of the initiators and driv- backs," Morri
son said.
ing forces behind the literacy program was
Tom Roux, president of Sigma Tau Delta,
member Jen Morrison.
also said he sees the society as service-oriented
Morrison, a junior exchange student from
"We use our talents,a proficiency in writthe University ofSouth Carolina,said she was ing,
reading and speaking, to benefit others.
interested in bringing the workshop to UMaine We
are living up to our membership as honor
because of the importance of language's role studen
ts," he said.
in this community.
Jacobs said another service the society has
She said the number of international stu- provided to
the English Department is pubdents is continuously increasing and it is im- lishing
the English Faculty Handbook.
portant to keep communication lines open
This handbook,she said, was intended to
with these students.
help students in the class registration process.
"Language is the thing that ties us all It includes
information such as academic cretogether. Being able top them really helps dentia
ls,teaching philosophies, publications,

research interests and student expectations of
the teachers in the English Department.
Because ofthe size ofthe English Department,which includes over 300 majors,Jacobs
said it is difficult for students to know the
professors who are teaching their classes
and
the handbooks aid in this.
Among the otherservices Sigma Tau Delta
has brought to UMaine this year are poetry
readings on a regular basis and a panel discussion about careers in writing. Members used
their writing skills on Valentine's Day by
writing and delivering personalized messages in exchange for donations
Jacobs said over the past year the members of Sigma Tau Delta have demonstrated
the amount of work that can be done when
individuals' ideas are brought together.
She said new members are scheduled to be
inducted at the beginning of May.
To become a member of Sigma Tau Delta,
a student must be at least a third-year student, a
declared English or English education major.
have at least an average of3.0in English courses
and rank in the upper third of their class.
Harvey Kail,chair of the English Department and first advisor of the society when it
began at UMaine in 1986, said he has been
very impressed with Sigma Tau Delta and this
year has been the best in its history here
—they've been very active in sponsoring
events not just for themselves, but for other
students also. They are good literary citizens,"
Kail said.

50-70% OFF
EVERYDAY
on Name Brand
Footwear, Equipment,
Apparel, Closeouts,
Discontinued Items,
Salesman's Samples

GOLDSMITH'S
Outlet Store
10 N. Main St. • Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

STA TRAVEL
„

Getfinancial aid
when you need it most.
After you graduate.
Life doesn't suddenly become
easy when you get out of college.
There are the challenges of
starting a career,getting settled in a new
apartment and doing it all within your budget.
So to help you out, we put together the
AT&T Moving Ahead Program.
When you sign up we'll send you a $5
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35
minutes of AT&T long distance calling!' And every time
you mow and choose AT&T Of switch from another long
distance company you'll get even more savings benefits.
Since you'll probably be trawling more,you'll also
gq an AT&TCalling Card sent to you,free. It helps make
'Thee re no immense bat -laseed on an AT&T
disc-die oolleArKali cal mode nçS
esru rIVI1 gel mere or len tor you=War gepenin
g eshen Ind Miele yen oe&

ROUNDTRIPS

LONDON
BELIZE

$299

GUATEMALA
SAN JOSE _
calling from payphones easier and you
don't have to re
place it when you move.
You'll also have the opportunity to save
on AT&T
long distance calls with the AT&TReac
h Out*America
Caliing Plan
Even our Moving Ahead newsletter
can

help. Besides being full of tips on things like
managing your
money and job hunting, it includes
chanc
on the latest clothes, your favorite CDs es to saw
and more.
Just call 1 800662.2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T
Moving Ahead Progiyan.
And get a little extra

help after sch8ol.
tens penod wenn the corer...neat US

AT&T

LISBON
MOSCOW_
BANGKOK
TOKYO
SYDNEY

36
3905
$410
518
▪ $:7944399
6 0

...$1278
LA/WO
PIM
31
•BUNN= RATICS AVAILASLS

• =awn.ISSUED ON
SPOT
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• LUC CARDS /
ATII
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120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1.800.777-0112
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WorldNews
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•Russians still feeling effects of war in Afghanistan
• Comedian Benny Hill dies in his London apartment

•War aftermath

Russians still bear scars from war in Af
By Clinton O'Brien

Her 18-year-old son was among the
The Soviet Union invaded its southern
Associated Press Writer
13,000 Soviet soldiers killed in the decade- neighbor in 1979 to prop up a friendly
Marxlong war, which haunts the conscience of ist regime. The occupation
peaked
with
MOSCOW(AP)— Nadezhda Makare- many Russians.
115,000 Red Army troops, who became
va cradles a portrait of her curly-hairecl son,
"My only comfort is, thank God my son caught in a quagmire often compared
to the
Andrei, proudly recalling his devotion Jo didn't have enough time to
kill anyone, U.S. involvement in Vietnam. The troops
duty and cursing the Soviet government that because he was only in Afghanist
an for a withdrew in February 1989.
sent him to die in the desert of Afghanistan. month and a half," she said, showing
a
The Russian news media, consumed by
"Our children gave their lives,and all for visitor a letter he wrote home shortly
before the country's economic crisis, paid scant
nothing," said Makareva, 52, whose grief his 1984 death.
attention to the overthrow of President Naand disillusionment have been renewed by
He writes that a soldier's life is difficult, jibullah by mujahedeen rebels
last week, or
the recent toppling of Kabul's Communist- but that he didn't go to Afghanistan for
an easy to the threat of open warfare between rival
backed leaders. "All we can do is cry."
life. He went because his country called him. Muslim factions.

•

tan

But members of the Union of Afghanistan Veterans in Moscow said Monday
that the lo -awaited ouster of Najibullah, installe,by the Soviets in 1986, was
painful confirmation that their sacrifices
were in vain.
"It's a pity for the people who became
toys of the politicians," retired Gen. Lev
Serebrov, deputy chief of the union, said in
an interview.
"It all could have been avoided, and it
should have been,"said Serebrov,53."There
was no reason for so many to die."

•Death

Comedian Benny Hill found dead in London at age 67
By Michael West

Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Plump, bug-eyed
comedian Benny Hill, who won cult status
in the United States but had his TV show
axed in Britain in 1989 after critics called it
sexist, is dead at age 67.
Police found his body in his southwest

London apartment on Monday night. They
were sent after neighbors reported not seeing him around. Hill had been treated for a
heart ailment this year.
Police did not say when Hill died and did
not deem the death suspicious. An autopsy
was to be performed later,
Hill initially made his name on British
television in the 1950s and began hosting his

own TV show in 1955.
A masterofsexual double entendre, with
a pop-eyed leer and a knowing wink, he
combined visual and spoken gags, musical
parody and mimicry.
His shows always ended with him being
chased by scantily-clad young women,irate
husbands, policemen and others to a quirky
saxophone soundtrack.

His success grew after he signed with
Thames Television, part of Britain's commercial TV network, in the late 1960s.
In the 1980s he became a cult figure in
the United States. "The Benny Hill Show"
— half-hour selections of skits from his
British specials—was first broadcast in the
United States in 1979 and appeared on dozens of stations.

On Sunday,April 26th Hancock Hall will hold its third annual Spring Fling.
Come and hear Big Fun and The Seconds grace the Spring air with their musical aptitude.
Festivities begin at 1:00pm on the grassy knoll overlooking the river to the left ofHancock.
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LAJ

BIKES FOR EVERY BUDGET
10% off
accessories
with the
Purchase of
a new bike

• mountain
• road
• cross

36A Main St Orono
866-3525
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Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4
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•Crews pump water from flooded Chicago tunnels

• Caterpillar strike over, but some problems remain

• Billionaire Perot ahead of Bush and Clinton in Texas poll

•Chicago flood

Crews use pumps to remove flood water in Chicago

By Michael Gougis

Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO(AP)—Crewsslowly pumped
water Tuesday from the flooded tunnels undemeath the Chicago Loop,fearing that faster
work could collapse the turn-of-the-century
passages and cause old buildings to settle.
"The water levels are dropping slowly,
steadily and safely," Mayor Richard M.
Daley said Monday.
Pumps were drawing about 4,800 galIons per minute from the passages, which
was flooded with millions of gallons April
13 when a tunnel underneath the Chicago

River broke.
The tunnels hold electrical and comrnunications equipment,and the flooding forced
authorities to shut off power to the area.
About 200,000 people were evacuated from
downtown buildings. The hole was blocked
off over the weekend.
Engineers said it could take 12 days to
pump out all of the water.
"We do not want to exceed this rate initially because my technical experts want to watch
the situation," said Army Corps of Engineers
Lt. Col. Randall Inouye."If we are suspicious
of any structural abnormalities, we will not
hesitate to shut off any or all of the pumps."

The water was being pumped up to street
level — about 40 feet above the tunnels —
and dumped into shafts leading to a vast
storm drain system.
Engineers monitored the tunnels as well
as buildings, streets and subways as the
pressure and weight of the water dropped.
Buildings that went up before modem construction techniques were adopted are vulnerable to shifting.
"I don't want to sound like Chicken Litde," said Marshall Silver, professor of foundation engineering at the University of Iiinois at Chicago. "But clearly the owners of
these buildings need to make measurements

dingifstheirblil
nowBto
uilsee
omsdsiiongnsearer

Wellng."
Daniel
said the city will require all buildings hit by
the flooding to do a structural analysis at the
owners' expense.
The business district was slowly return ing to normal. Two landmarks — City Hall
and Marshall Field's flagship department
store — reopened Monday for the first time
in a week. Both buildings still had water in
their basements.
The Chicago Board of Trade ran its futures and options markets on an abbreviated
schedule and planned to return to a normal
schedule Tuesday.

•Strike

Wounds still festering after Caterpillar strike ends
By Bill Vogrin

Bitterness prevailed Monday as thousands
"I hope eventually we'llbe friends again,"
of United Auto Workers began returning to Spires said.
theirjobs at Caterpillar in Illinois after a strike
Workers are also frustrated because, afEAST PEORIA,Ill.(AP)— Larry Spires that began
Nov. 4. They agreed to go back ter they had sacrificed
$680 a week in avergot the cold shoulder from Caterpillar Inc. co- withou
t a new contract while talks continue. age wages for month
s, UAW negotiators
workers who feel he betrayed his union by
Spires was among a small number of agieed April
14 to go back to work under the
crossing picketlinesduring afive-month strike. UAW membe
rs who crossed picket lines terms of the company's final
offer.
"I never had a one ofthem speak to me all earlier this
month after Caterpillar, the
Employee anger intensified when Caterday,"the 25-year employee said."It wasjust world
's biggest maker of earth-moving pillar said
it planned to reduce its UAW
like I was in a different world and they were equipment,
threatened to hire permanent work force by about
15 percent and then
in theirs."
replacements for the 12,600 strikers.
delayed the strikers' return to work until this
Associated Press Writer

Nina Totenberg

week. But the company backed off its threat
to eliminate 1,350 UAW jobs and welcomed
back all employees.
"I think a lot ofpeople are kind ofdisgusted
with the whole situation," said Tom Brown,a
20-year employee at Caterpillar's Mapleton
foundry."Nothing has really been resolved."
"People aren't going to go out of their
way," he said. "A lot of people are just
waiting for the day they can get their retirement and get out. They feel hurt."

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.
Kaplan makes test prep convenient.

With 150 centers and thousands of class
schedules, the •
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and
where you
need us to be there.

Kaplan helps you manage your time.

Diagnostic tests and personalized counse
ling
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before help you
they hurt
your performance.

"Reporters and
Their Sources"
Nina Totenberg was the National Public Radio legal
affairs correspondent who broke the story on Anita
Hill's sexual harassment charges against U.S. Supreme
Court nominee Clarence Thomas. Ms. Totenberg will
present "Reporters and Their Sources" Friday, April
24,7pm,in Wells Commons.
Thispresentation has been made possible by the Department ofJour
nalism and Mass
Communication, The Maine Campus, the Maine Press Association,
the Maine Chapter of
the Society ofProfessionalJournalists, The Student Comprehensive
Fee, and The
Distinguished Lecture Series ofthe Cultural Affairs Committee.

I/

Kaplan offers the best value.

Our courses are competitively priced
and offer the
Lomplete preparation that has helped
more students get
into the si.hool of their choice than
anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.

53 years of experience and 2 million
graduates prove
we've got the expertise and resour
ces it takes to help
students succeed.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Kaplan Test Prep
Vi The Answer

© 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educati
onal Center Ltd.
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•Presidential race

•Execution

Perot leads
H
a
r
r
i
s
Bush, Clinton By Michelle Locke executed after last-minute stay
in Texas poll
By
Associated Press Writer

The last stay came after Harr
is was
strapped to the death seat.
Witnesses spent an uncomfortabl
e 12
minutes watching Harris as he wait
ed to die,
smiling and nodding in the brightly
lighted
green chamber.
A telephone rang with a reprieve
about
a minute before the execution was
to start,
said prison spokesman Lt. Vern
ell Crittendon.
About two hours later, Harris was
back
in the metal chair.
At one point, he looked at San
Diego
Police Det. Steven Baker, father
of victim
Michael Baker.

SAN QUENTIN,Calif.(AP)—
Double
murderer Robert Alton Harris
was put to
Associated Press Writer
death in the gas chamber yesterda
y after the
U.S. Supreme Court lifted a dram
atic lastDALLAS(AP)— Billionaire
Ross Perot, minute stay that had blocked
California's
a prospective independent pres
idential can- first execution in 25 year
s.
didate, is leading both Presiden
t Bush and
"You can be a king or a street swee
per,
Democrat Bill Clinton in the presiden
t's adopt- but everybody dances with
the Grim Reaped home state, a new Texas surv
ey shows.
er," Harris said in a final statemen
t,released
The Texas Poll showed that if
the vote after he was executed for the 197
8 murders
were held now, Perot would get 35
percent of two San Diego 16-year-old boys
.
ofthe vote to Bush's 30percent.Clin
ton was
Harris, 39, died quietly at daw
n after
a distant third, with 20 percent.
"I'm honored the people of Tex
as feel
that way,"Perot said Tuesday on
CBS"This
Morning."
"It gives me a great sense of resp
onsibility."
Perot reiterjted his charge that Repu
blican operatives in Texas are engage
d in a
campaign ofdirty tricks to discredi
t him and
said the poll demonstrates that "the
people
have heard all that stuff' and reje
ct it.
an extraordinary night of cross-co
untry
"He mouthed the words 'I'm sorr
He did not mention Clinton, but
y,'"
chal- judicial duels between the U.S. Sup
reme Baker said later.
lenged the Republican Party and
Bush to Court and the 9th U.S. Circuit Cou
rt of
present a positive program.
On the day of the killings, it was Bak
Appeals.
er
who
arrested Harris for bank robbery with
"I would disappear if they would
Following the filing of four stays by
start
the out knowing his son was dea
taking action and stop talking,"
d and Harris
said Per- 9th Circuit on Monday,frustrated
justices in the killer. Outside
ot, who said it is increasingly appa
San Quentin's gates
rent to Washington voted 7-2 to order the appe
als Tuesday, Baker said he
him that his backers will succeed
nodded back to
in get- court not to issue any more stays with
out Harris.
ting him on the ballot in all, or
virtually permission.
"He was probably sorry at the time
all, st:tes.
, but
The dissenters — Justices John
Paul that's 14 years too late," Bak
If that happens, he says, he will foll
er
said
.
ow Stevens and Harry A. Blackmum — foThe gas was released at about 6:05 a.m.
through on his promise to them to
,
run for cused on the issue of the gas chambe
r as and shortly afterward Harris'
president.
headjerked from
cruel and unusal punishment.
left to right before falling slowly to
his chest.

Tom Raum

"You can be a king or a street sw
eeper, but
everybody dances with the Grim
Reaper."
Murderer Robert Harris

He appeared to be unconscious
about 6:12
a.m. and was pronounced dead at
6:21 a.m.
In the witness chamber, Baker
and his
ex-wife, Sharron Mankins, sho
wed little
emotion as they watched their son'
s killer
die.Those watching on Harris' beha
lfhugged
each other as he went into his deat
h throes.
In San Diego,Michael's stepsister Laur
a
Mankins was relieved.
"This brings finality to these heinous
crimes," she said."For me it ends this whol
e
tragie 13 1/2 years."
Harris' case previously had come to
the
U.S. Supreme Court a half-dozen time
s. He
received five execution dates and cam
e within 12 hours of death in 1990.
He was sentenced to die in 1979 for the
killings of Baker and John Mayeski.
Harris' brother and accomplice. Danny,
who took the stand against his brother
and
plea-bargained a 3 1/2-year sentence
, testified that Robert Harris shot the boys
after
ordering them out ofthe car in a remo
te area.
Later, prosecutors said, Robert
Harris
laughed and bragged about the kill
ings.
At the time, Harris was on parole
for a
1975 manslaughter conviction.
Defense lawyers said Harris suffered
brain damage from being dropped
on his
head as a baby; that he was abused and
then
abandoned at 14: and that he suffered
fetal
alcohol syndrome,or damage caus
ed by his
mother's drinking during pregnancy.
Courts rejected the arguments, larg
ely
because they were not raised until late
in the
appeal process.
Harris was the first person executed
in
California since 1967.

Notice to all
CFabs
Funded by Student Government
Deadline to submit check
requests is

April 24th.
Call Student Government at x1775 t
arrangements for bills not yet re o make
ceived!!
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Mustang

Escort

Pr iht,

Ranger

F-150

Thunderbird

RIGHT Now
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ARE SURROUNDED
111 GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES.

Erplorer

Aerostar

_
Taurus

11141EW
Tempo

Bronco

Festiva

GET$500 TO USE AS CASH BACK OR A DOWN PAYMENT.
PLUS PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FOR QUALIFIED COLLEGE GRADUATES.

There are plenty of great opportunities out
there for college graduates. But when it com
es to
buying a new car, you won't get a better opp
ortunity than at your New England Ford Dealer
s.
Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of
America's top 10 best-selling vehicles! Plus,
if you
graduate between October 1, 1990 and Dec
ember
31, 1992, they also offer you the Ford Colleg
e
Graduate Purchase Program.

All 4-year college grads, grad school
graduates
and grad school students are eligible for
$500 cash
back and pre-approved credit on almost
every 1991,
'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck
in stock. And
to make buying a new Ford even easier
, they will
show you other special incentives tha
t may apply
So hurry to your New England Ford
Dealers.
Because this opportunity won't knock
for long.
For more information call: 1-800321-1536.

NEW ENGLAND
FORD
FORD DEALERS

'Based on 1991 calendar year sales Addition
al Ford vehicles not pictured but
incl

uded in this program

are Crown Victoria, Econ

oline and Club Wagon
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•Campus changes

Colvin Hall may not have co-op living much longer

By Mike Werts
Staff Writer

Spontaneous music, "Walton's" family
dining and Carolyn the friendly ghost may
never be the same at Colvin Hall. After more
than 20 years, UMaine's only cooperative
living program may be discontinued due to
lack of interest.
The co-op program requiresevery Colvin
resident to do a job, according to Resident
Director Peg Armstrong.
She said residents prepare a community
dinner five nights a week and have a supplemental meal plan at the dining commons.
Chores include cooking,washing dishes and
ordering food.
According to Andy Matthews, assistant

a consensus about co-op living among the
residents, which often forces smaller groups
to pull together to do things.
"Usually about 15 people are real excited about the program, 15 think it's O.K.,and
15 aren't excited," Matthews said.
Matthews said while interest about Colvin
is low, the building will not close next year.
He said Residential Life is considering using
the building as a guest facility.
Residents agree Colvin has a different
atmosphere than regular dormitory.
According tojunior English major Monica Corkhill, it draws a variety of people
who don't want to live in a regular dorm but
aren't ready to live off campus. She said
people are often misconceived about Colvin.
"It's not a hippie dorm like everybody Colvin Hall may no longer
have a cooperative living program due to lack of
interest.(Adams photo.)

"IfI hadn't found this place I wouldn't have
had half the experience I've had at school."
Kirstie Mock,senior English major
director of Residential Life, approximately
20 people are signed up to live in the 64-bed
facility next year.
He said placements in Colvin are harder
for Residential Life to make because students may be uncomfortable with the co-op
program.
"If the majority of students who live
there aren't committed to the concept, it's
not going to work," he said.
Matthews added it's usually hard to get

thinks," she said.
According to senior English major Kirstie
Mock, co-chair of Colvin HGB,it has been
rumored for yearsthatColvin would beclosed,
but it was never a real threat until now.
She said every year at least half the
people would return to Colvin and the rest
would be placed by Residential Life.
Residents also agree their dorm is one of
the most overlooked on campus.
"A lot of people who got placed here

Technology
Fair

Wells Commons, Main Dining Room
Thursday, April 23 10 am - 3 pm

Faculty, staff, and students are cordially invited!
Refreshments will be served.
Apple
Fotjler Library
Meridian
SunMicrosystems
Zenith Data Systems

ASAP
IBM

Residential Life

AT&T
WNEX/
Silicon Graphics

Swan Technologies
WordPerfect
Telecommunications Office

• Multimedia: Tools for Excellence •
10 am - 12 pm Wells Commons (Apple Exhibit Area)

didn'teven know about Colvin," Mock said.
"If I hadn't found this place I wouldn't
In the past, Mock said residents found have had half the experiences
I've had at
out about Colvin by word of mouth.
school," Mock said.
"We usually don't do a lot of promotion,
Sophomore advertising major Jay Brewbut we decided to advertise this year because er said he doesn't know
what he will do if
we're so close [to losing Colvin]," she said. Colvin is closed.
The advertising is sponsored by Resi"I'm not going back to a cinder block
dents Concerned About the Future ofColvin hole in the wall," Brewer said.
Hall, a committee of Colvin Hall squatters,
Mock said changing lifestyles in society
according to Mock.
have altered students' perceptions towards
Although Mock and Corkhill are not Colvin.
returning to Colvin next year,each said they
"If it were done away with, it would be
want to preserve the lifestyle for others.
nearly impossible to get back," she said.

I'd give my right arm to be
ambidextrous.

Vote
for your
favorite
ROC
ROC is having re-elections. Nomination papers
are available in the Student Government Office
Monday through Friday.
These are due back Friday April 24th at 3:30 pm.

Paula Petrik, Department of History

• Cruising the Internet•
11 am,2 pm Fogler Library (1st floor conference room)
Arthur Lifshin and Dick Swain, Fogler Library

• Quicktime •
12 pm - 3 pm Wells Commons (Apple Exhibit Area)
Bob Hall, Apple Computer

• Residential Life: Linking Students & Technology •
1 pm - 2 pm Wells Commons (Private Dining Room) Pamela
Dumas-Serfes, Michael Scott

Actual ROC elections will take place

Tuesday, April 28th
Preside'tiiial and VicePresidential Elections
For any election information contact Barbara Homer at x1760
or call the Student Government office for more details at x1775.
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EditorialPage
•Circle K Club

Service deserves respect
Maine Day is the day for all students to spend
at least part
of their time working on various projects whi
ch improve and
beautify the campus, and many will deserve
credit for all
their efforts today.
It is also good to know there is a campus organiza
tion
devoted solely to service on campus, beyond
Maine Day or
a high-visibility event.
While many Greeks and other student groups
do devote
part of their time to number of worthy caus
es, only one
spends all of its time trying to help others on
and off campus
The Circle K Club.
As the college branch of the Kiwanis Club Inte
rnational,
the/Circle K Club works on blood drives and
fundraisers, as
well as having time to visit some local nurs
ing homes.
But you probably won't find a Circle K mem
ber giving
a litany of achievements, because although they
have many
of them, that's not what Circle K is all abou
t.
Service to the community is not a kind of pun
ishment
or dreary obligation, but something which
can become
enjoyable through working together and help
ing those in
need—people who look more for a friendly
talk or laugh
than any kind of pity.
Circle K has its fun with its meetings and trip
s to national
conventions,but the focus on helping others
It was the summer of '38 and
is its unwavering
thanks to summer school, the Orogoal. Perhaps this is something all students can
pick up on.
no campus was still jumpin'.
Service to others can be a rewarding, even
fun experiEach weekend was graced with
ence when the focus is not on changing all
of society, but on dances and big bands and every
working with a few people and building
on the hope it young person within a 10-mile racreates.(MER)
dius was sure to be there.

The Summer of'38

But the couple from the summer of'38 stayed and watched the
university change.They saw buildings rise and big bands pack their
instruments away to make space
for rock groups.
They remember seeing SteOne Saturday night in mid"Oh,just miss it this time," she phen
King drag his long-haired,
July, a tall and lanky dark-haired
•Graduation
would tease."If you walk six miles
prot
esti
ng hippy self across camyouth was checking out the womhome,I'll just kiw you love me!"
pus;
they
remember reading his
en. He looked like Cary Grant and
He never did.
"Gar
bage
Truck" column inThe
he knew it.
But they showed their affection Main
e
Camp
us.
He spied a cute girl, a transfer in
other ways. They laughed and
They
reme
mber which dean's
student from Farmington, and he
As graduation loomsjust around the corner,
played and went out all the
seniors face sauntered over smartly
wives wore the tightest dresses at
to
ask
her time.Their grades plummete
one more expense before they march out of
d.
receptions and which tenured prothe ivy halls of to dance. She took one look at his
Then fall came and the young
UMaine. They can purchase, for a limited
fess
ors were the wildest in their
time only, a cap dangerous good looks and his all- couple looked
at their six -week- day. Some of
and gown. Caps and gowns are required
them are still teachif you desire to white Panama suit,decided he was old relationship and realized
what ing, and each time they turn their
arrogant and told him so.
march at graduation May 9.
was ahead: 1) The Great Depr
es- backs, half the class leaves. They
He returned to his friends
This is all well and good, but like weddin
sion
with unemployment at 20 perg attire:it's an shocked, yet amused.
hung out with people like Mark
An athlete
ensemble worn only once. After the pomp
and circumstance, and fraternity man, he was used to cent in some places; 2) They had Shibles—as in Shibles Hall.
both secured
caps and gowns gather dust and mil
They remain active alumnae,
dew in closets and choosing women at his leisure and ofthe state jobs at opposite ends
;3)They were facing an dona
basements.
ting time and money and spirchoosing them often. He told
a indefinite period of seei
ng
each
it.
frien
They
d
to "just go over and tell her othe
love the university in a
It's too bad one of the many fine orga
r only on weekends or a counizations on how
way few of us can, having witgreat I am!"
campus couldn't take advantage of this
ple times a month.
fine capitalistic
nessed changes in the institution
The transfer student was lively
opportunity and reap the rewards for cap
So, they did the most logical
and gown rentals. in her own right. Raised on a farm
since its genesis.
thing, which was to get enga
Many graduating seniors would rather pay
ged
I know this because the couple
an organiza- in northern Maine,she was a fierce right away
and married six from
tion for temporarily renting the robes than
beau
ty
the summer of '38 is my
much in demand,a woman
shell out $14.95
months later.
whose dance card was alwa
gran
for a piece ofclothing they will never wear
dpar
ents. And nearly ever,.
ys
again. SentimenThat was 53 years ago today.
Sunday for the last four years I
filled.
tality aside, it's easier on the wallet to pay
They eventually returned
five or six bucks
to have spent the best afternoons of
A generation in which a woman
than $15. Of course, if you want more of a mom
Orono, she as a local schoolte
ach- my life at their house trading stoent° than was judged by the man that stood er
and he as a professor. They
your degree, you can always opt for buying a cap
ries of then and now.
and gown. beside her, she stood gloriously ended up
chaperoning dances atTo make this rental idea work, graduating seni
alone,succeeding in her own right
It is because ofthem I have had
. tended by their children
ors can
who had the strength and the
She laughed at men and dared them
sell their attire back to the organization minus any
vision to get a
grown up and enrolled at
depreci- to equal her.
UM.
degree, to keep going when all I
ation costs. This is similar to book-buyback
Their son pledged his Dad's
in that rarely
fra- wanted to do was quit. Because
She made a fateful decision
of
, ternity and spent a rowd
does one get back full purchase price. But that
y four years them no dist
's okay. It's though, when she threw away her
ance
can
deny
roots
me
bluffing his way through
better to get back something.
ROTC and tradition.
dance card and allowed the dark
exercises, raising hell with his
fraIt's even possible for the worthwhile entrepreneur
haired stranger to tame her
And when I see people I suspect
for ternity brothers,
to buy
and keeping his were arou
one night.
the caps and gowns back at full price. As the year prog
nd during the big band
grades up so he wouldn't flun
s
ress,
k out years, inside I'm alwa
They danced every dance
ys smiling.
the rental receipts will more than pay for the initial cost
that and find himself in
Vietnam.
s. evening and for the rest of
thinking of the summer of '38.
the
One
Such an idea may meet with disapproval from the book- summer. He
night at a Toga Party (that
lived in Old
store and the mysterious cap and gown distributors, but with his parents. She lived Town his folks were chaperoning) he
Jody Myers, a soon-to-be
in the looked over at his
date and decided fourth
graduates lack the money to fund this once in a lifetime dorm.The last trolley miming from
generation UMaine gradhe really liked her. So
much, in uate, is the first
Bangor to Great Works was
expense.(FJS)
member of her
at fact, that a month after
graduation family to go to Main
midnight.
e Day instead
he married her and move
d away. ofthe beach.

`Gip'eyourcollegecareer

Jody
Myers
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THE CAMPUS CRIER
WEEKENDER

Friday

Saturday

6:00 p.m. BUMSTOCK Eve. Live bands
until 11:00 p.m. Hilltop Concert Shell. Free.

12:00 p.m. BUMSTOCK:Live Bands, all
day long. Hilltop Concert Shell. Free.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Freshman
1990. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.

6:00 p.m. Feature Film. JFK Co-sponsored
by ROC and TUB. Hauck Auditorium.
Admission.

8:00 p.m. University Orchestra
Performance. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union.
9:00 p.m. Senior Pub Crawl. Busses will
board passengers at Thriftway, behind Pat's
Pizza, Fiji, Pi Phi, and TKE,and will make
stops at Yianni's, Geddy's, and El Chcapo's.

Sunday
2:00 p.m. Feature Film. Beauty and the Beast.
Co-sponsored by ROC and TUB. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Raising
Arizona. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Rocky Horror Picture Show. Sponsored by
O.C.B. and the Comprehensive Fee. Movie
precceded by dinner at 4:30. Ram's Horn.
Admission.

8:00 p.m. Musical Performance. Susan
Heath, Flute, Anatole Weick, Violin and
Patricia Stowell, Piano recitat 120 Lord Hall.

6:30 p.m.& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Beauty
and the BeasL Co-sponsored by ROC and
TUB. Hauck Auditorium. Admission.

9:30 p.m. Feature Film. JFK Co-sponsored
by ROC and TUB. Hauck Auditorium.
Admission.
9
.

Wednesday, Apr. 22 to Wednesday Apr. 29

The Campus Crier

MOVIES
Workesday 22
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Raising
Arizona. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Thursday23
7:00 p.m.No Papixei&mina. Princrss
Bride. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.

May24
71:30 p.m. NoPqxam Gricina. Frrshman
1990. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.

Saturday 25
6:00 p.m. Feature Film.JFK Cosponsored by ROC and TUB. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Raising
Arizona. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Monday 27
9:30 p.m. Feature Film. JFK Co-sponsored by ROC and TUB. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Gaslight. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Sunday 26

Tuesday 28

2:00 p.m. Feature Film. Beauty and the
Beast. Co
-sponsored by ROC and TUB.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission.
7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Rocky Horror Picture Show. Sponsored
by O.C.B. and the Comprehensive Fee.
Movie precceded by dinner at 4:30.
Ram's Horn. Admission.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
Thin Man. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Wednesday 29
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Dead
Men Don't Wear Plaid Memorial
Room, Memorial Union.

6:30 p.m.& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
Beauty and the Beast. Co-sponsored by
ROC and TUB. Hauck Auditorium.
Admission.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday 22
MAINE DAY!!

Thursday23
6:00 p.m. Maine Masque Radio Theatre.
A half-hour comedy guaranteed to offend
someone. WMEB 91.9 FM.
7:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Coffee House.
Film followed by a band. Coffee and
snacks served free. Cash Bar with I.D. The
Ram's Horn, 581-4556. Free.

Sunday 26
3:00 p.m. Orion String Quartet. Maine
Center for the Arts. Admission.

Moak 27

Wednesday 29
8:00 p.m. Coffee Break with Fuzek and
Rossoni. Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union.

12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Sponsored by
TUB and The Music Department.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Bear's
Den. Bear's Den, Memorial Union.

Friday 24
6:00 p.m. BUMSTOCK Eve. Live
bands until 11:00 p.m. Hilltop Concert
Shell. Free.
8:00 p.m. University Orchestra
Performance. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

Saturday 25
12:00 p.m. BUMSTOCK. Live Bands,
all day long. Hilltop Concert Shell.
Free.
8:00 p.m. Musical Performance. Susan
Heath, Flute, Anatole Weick, Violin and
Patricia Stowell, Piano recital, 120 Lord
Hall.

COUNSELING CENTER
SPRING SEMESTER
GROUPS
Wednesdays
10:30-12:00 Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Discussion Group
3:00-4:30 Adult Children of
Alcoholics.
Thursdays
3:00-4:30 Thirsty Thursdays
3:30-5:00 The Dream Group
3:30-5:00 Women's Group
3:30-5:00 High Anxiety

Mondays
2:30-4:00 General Therapy
3:45-5:00 Incest/Sexual Abuse
Survivors' Group
Tuesday
3:00-4:30 Men's Group
3:30-5:00 Food As Symbol
For More laionisation call 581-1392

t!, •
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Wednesday, Apr. 22 to Wednesday, Apr. 29

MEETINGS
Wecbesday 22
6:oo p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting, The Barn's Horn.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. U.Maine Film Club. Film,
Nashville, followed by discussion.101
Neville Hall. Free Admission.

Thursday 23
3:10 p.m. Spanish Club. Weekly meeting.
204 Littic Hall.
5:00 p.m. OffCampus Board Meeting.
The Ram's Horn.
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area
Board Meeting. Weekly meeting for
spring semester. Everyone Welcome.
Stewart Commons Private Dining ROOM-

hiday 24

Tuesday 28

12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous.
Weeldy meeting, all are welcome. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. Werkly meeting. Virtue
ROOM,The Maples.

12:00 p.m. F.A.R.O.G. Student
organization looking to offer support,
discussion, or experience of what it means
to be Franco American on campus.
Franco-American Center.

7:00 p.m. The Union Board. General
Meeting. Ford Room, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. International Students Coffee
House. Meets every Friday. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Wceldy Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Monday 27

7:30 p.m. Tr -Beta Meeting. A co-ed
biology dub open to all majors with an
interest in science. 101 Deering Hall.

Wednesday 29
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting. The Rain's Horn.

6:30 p.m. Anthropology Club. Everyone
welcome. Discussions,speakers, films,
events. Bangor Room, Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.

9:00 p.m. Senior Pub Crawl. Busses
will board passengers at Thriftway,
behind Pat's Pizza, Fiji, Pi Phi, and
TKE,and will make stops at Yianni's,
Geddy's, and El Chcapo's.

1:00 p.m. U.Mae Softball. Black
Bears vs. Drexel University. Admission/
Sports Pass.

MISC.
Wednesday 22
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Final
Exam Preparation. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Thersday 23
8:00 p.m. Class of'92 Night at
Yianni's. $.25 drafts and drink specials
Busses will be making stops at
Thrift-way, behind Pat's Pizza, Fiji, Pi
Phi, and 'TICE.

Friday 24
2:00 p.m. Study Abroad Pre-Departure
Orientation. An essential program to
learn about the administrative
procedures required by U.Maine for
study away, and to learn about living
and learning in another country. All
students who intend to study away next
year, should attend. Sutton Lounge and
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.

Need A Ride?
Send your name, desired destination point,
phone number (and any other info you
might want to include) to the Campus Crier
Ride Board:
do A.S.A.P.
16 Chadbourne Hall
Or just give us a call at 581-4359!

Saterday 25
12:00 p.m. Project Concern
International; Walk for Children.
Registration begins at noon, the walk
starts at 1:00. Walk for children, it's
good for you and for the children.
Sponsor sheets available in Student
Activities office. Sponsored by Circle K
International. Lengyel Gym.
12:00 p.m. U.Maine Baseball. Black
Bears vs. Vermont. Mahancy Diamond.
Admission/Sports Pass.

Sunday 26
7:00 a.m. First Annual Phi Kappa
Sigma Fight Leukemia Swimathon. All
proceeds will be used to fund research to
find a cure for this disease. Contact
Chris Madden at 581-4164 for more
information. Wallace Pool, U.IvIaine
Field House.
12:00 p.m. U.Maine Baseball. Black
Bears vs. Vermont. Mahancy Diamond.
Admission/Sports Pass.
1:00 p.m. U.Maine Softball. Black
Bears vs. University of Delaware.
Admission/Sports Pass.

Wednesday,Apr. 22 to Wednesday Apr. 29

The Campus Crier
imom.

SPE4KERS
Wednesday 22

Monday 27

MAINE DAY!!

Tuesday 28

12:00 p.m. Wildlife Seminar Series.
Fire and resource management in
Australia. Dr. William Patterson, III.
Co-sponsored by Forestry Seminar
Series. 204 Nutting.

Thursday 23
12:00 p.m. Lecture. Featuring Edmund
Muskie. Maine Center for the Arts.

12:20 p.m. Socialist and Marxisi
Studies Series. The Former Yugos;avia.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial UnioA,

Wednesday 29
12:15 p.m. Sex Today and Wom en in
the Curriculum Lunch Series. Re gion
and Sexuality. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Guest Lecture Series. Nadine
Stroesscn, President ofACLU:
Controversies Surrounding the Bill of
Rights. 101 Neville Hall.
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April 23,1992 • Wells Commons Main Dining Area •
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Exhibit krea
• Apple Computer
• ASAP
• AT&T
• Fogler Library
• Residential Life
• Silicon Graphics

Seminars

• Sun Microsystems
• Swan Technologies
• Telecommunications
Office
• NYNEX/Meridian
• Zenith Data Systems

•Multimedia: Tools for Excellence•Cruising the Internet
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Wells Commons(Apple Exhibit Area)

•Quick Time

•Residential Life: Linking
Students with Technology

12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Wells Commons(Apple Exhibit Area)

1
Coffee, soft drinks, and other refreAhments will be serv
ed throughout the day.
Celebrate Spring, Technology style!

11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Fogler Library, first floor conference room

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
Wells Commons, Private Dining room

For more Information contact Kim

Amato, Fogler Library, at 581-1651

(amato

maine)
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1
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organization's
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in The Crier,
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The Campus Crier is a service provided
by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educa
tional,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listin
g
please include the following infor
mation:
name, organization, phone number,
time,
date, location, cost, and a short
description
of the event.
Send all submissions through
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or
call us at 581-4359. Deadline
is Friday at 5:00 p.m. a week
before the listing is to appear.
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ResponsePage
•Column response
•Column response

Agree with the sentiment Respected societies
o the editor:

I am writing in response to the
article written by Michael Reagan in
the 4/15 alition of The Campus.
!though I don't agree with the way
;n which it was written, I do agree
w 1th the sentiment he expresses.
I would like tci tell Mike to look
at the hate mail he is receiving in a
different light, if he receives a few
bad letters, just remember, there
are 99 positives out there for him.
For almost two semesters there
has been a core group of student
leaders working on the very same
issue discussed in the column.

The undergraduate students of
the University of Maine pay an
activity fee which is used by Student Government, Inc. to fund
boards and clubs.
The All Maine Women and the
Senior Skulls are funded under
club budgets. It is my opinion, all
clubs should be allowed to exist,
but they should he open to all stutents who pay the fee which they
use. Should the University of
Maine student body pay for organizations which choose their membership and blackball worthy student leaders from their ranks? To
me this sounds like a fraternity or

•Column response

Groups are scholarly
To the editor:
On Wednesday I visited The
Maine Campus to ask Michael
Reagan why he wrote his daily
dose of crap about the Senior
Skulls and All Maine Women. I
thought it would be a more noble
thing to do rather than sit back
and mail insults to his paper. It
turned out that he had his facts
wrong about the money that the
Senior Skulls use.
Needlesstosay!was notshocked.
I know I will probably never aspire
to the ranks ofthe Senior Skulls, but
sweaters or not,these guys are scholars that are active in organizations
that benefit other students and the
entire community. They have
worked hard to achieve the recognition they deserve.
When I left, I realized I forgo;

to mention his attack on the Maine
Masque folks.This is another group
that combines their interests with
learning, which Michael Reagan
did not know much about. But that
didn't stop him from cutting them
up. What about the Greeks? What
do you know about them Mike?
Whatever you hear or whatever you dream up,right? I'm fed up
with The Maine Campus, attacking organizations that do more
good things than bad, and by a
large margin to boot. I'm glad I
took the two minutes to stop by
and meet someone who has been
writing these things so that I could
form my own opinion about their
character. I encourage other readers to do the same, and don't believe everything you read.
Robert Scott Lane

•Native American Week

Part of the problem
This is completely acceptable if
it is the wish of the Penobscot peoI sat in the audience ofthe racism ple. I think protocol and respect
at the UMaine panel and watched as demands that one experience these
what might have been an outstand- things by invitation first. But the
ing opportunity for addressing cur- decree was issued in a hostile and
rent thinking on racism and political terribly rude manner which set a
protocol (especially regarding "po- dreadful atmosphere over the entire
litical correctness" and linguistic discussion.
I heard the moderator sayrepeatpresentation) turn intb disaster.
The presentation was clearly an edly and with hostility, rather than
exchange of some very complex guidance,"You are not part of the
ideas and dialogue on racism and solution, you are part of the probmiscommunication between native lem."These words delivered in hosand non-native peoples.
tile arrogance served only to fracSome came into the arena with a nue and consequently destroy.
I saw in this panel discussion a
marked enthusiasm for and a desire to
know more about Native Spirituality. frightening truth which I learned
as suggested we are welcome to ex- first hand many years ago.
One who teaches in arrogance
plore by readings and experiences
with South Western plains Indians.
and absolute authority is surely part
The message from some of the of the problem and not part of the
Penobscot people was a loud and solution.
clear"hands and mindsoff; You are
Balinda Ganem
welcome to know us but notto share
Bangor
in our spirituality."
To the editor:

sorority. I am not saying all fraternities or sororities are like this;ifso,
then let them pay dues for the right
to belong to these elite groups which
use the money to benefit a small
few. If the argument is used: Then
they wouldn't exist, then let them
use the donations they receive for
alumni to fund their functions.
Homecoming will still exist,
the Student Entertainment and Activities board can take care of it.
Student Government is here to serve
the undergraduate student body,
not just a few.
Harry W Nadeau

Letters to the
editor
Letters to The Maine
Campus can be sent to:
Letters to the editor
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall

To the editor:
Every society has its one percent of outcasts, those people who
annoy the hell outofe veryone,and
thus alienate themselves from the
rest of society. UMaine is no exception. We have ourown Michael
Reagan, wanna-be journalist
In the past, when Mike has
thrown one of his temper tantrums
about falling soap dishes,(killing
people)or public displays ofaffection,(carnality on the Mall)I chose
not to respond. However, since
I'm graduating, I felt compelled to
tell Mike just one time what a
moron he is making of himself.
His latest tantrum involved two
respected honor societies on campus.The All Maine Women and the
Senior Skulls.Hiscommentsranged
from calling them stupid to elitist.
Mike, it seems you're jealous you
weren't chosen to be a member of
these societies.Healso bitchesabout

how much money goes to these
organizations so they can perform
community service projects. Mike,
what aboutall the moneyTheMaine
Campus gets to support your pathetic opinions every week.
Furthermore, he contradicts
himself on a number ofoccasions.
First he states the All Maine Women and Senior Skulls are stupid but
later he said that the Homecoming
kings and queens,"which are chosen from these organizations," are
ugly engineering geeks who do
"equations for fun." And Mike,
just because you're not getting it,
doesn't mean you can include me
in your category of"horny mass."
Finally, he slams the llniversity of Maine for its lack of academic prestige. So Mike, where are
going to get a job,the Presque Isle
Potato,or wshing dishes at Pats?
Todd D. Beauregard
Somerset Hall

•Bulgaria

Bulgaria has many strong points
To the editor:
In the 4/17 issue of The Maine
Campus,one of the editorials calls
me a liar. Yes,this is the meaning of
the expressions like "Sounds too
good to be true" and "rings false"
used as comments for my lecture
about the Bulgarian women. Well,
the readers deserve the complete
information about the truth.
The World War Hand the Bulgarian affiliation with Germany happened in 1870s if you rely on the
information provided in the report of
the staff writer Ms. ehrissy Brown.
She also invents that the end of the
communism occurred in 1944. I
won't conunent further this incredible rewriting of the wotld history.
The editorial "Utopian answers"

is written by MER (Probably Mr.
Michael Reagan)whohas never been
in Bulgaria and never attended the
discussed lecture. I guess his main
source of information was his imagination or the mentioned report
If he didn't want to insult me
personally with his qualifications,
probably he tries to explain that the
Bulgarian women are so dumb that
they don't understand when they are
discriminated and raped.
You know everything which
doesn't meet "Made in the USA"
standards, or his main concern was
the political correctedness which dictates every time when somebody
mentions the words"rape"and "discrimination"to reactquickly. Unfortunately, he could've been more politically correct in this case if he

showed certain respect toward the
traditional cultural, ethnic, and national differences.
Bulgaria,the small Eastern European country has a lot of problems, but also a woman as vicepresident.
More than one third ofthe members of the parliament and half of
the lawyers are female.Women are
ministers and advisors of the president,the crime rate is significantly
lower, etc.
Mr.Reagan could've learned that
ifhe attended the lecture he wrote an
editorial about. Having the experience with these brilliant examples
of professionalism, I feel sorry for
The Maine Campus readers.
Violeta jeleva

•Budget Task Force

Put comprehensive fee to vote
To the editor:
In a meeting of the Budget Review Task Force last week it was
!Noughttoour attention that$200,000
from the Comprehensive Fee was
appropriated last year for a sinking
fund to build a new Student Union.
This was done despite the overwhelming rejection of a binding
campus-wide referendum in 1989
to institute a new fee for this purPoseThe student body rejected the
idea ofa new Student Union and the
administration westahead with their
plans anyway. Now this questionably allocated money is going to be
given to Substance Abuse Services

to save it from the budget cuts. We,
the residents of Estabrooke Hall,
also reject the idea of using fee
money for a new Union, but we
even more strenuously object to
using our money for so-called Wellness Programs
We believe that it is now time to
put Dale Lick's Comprehensive Fee
to a binding campus-wide referendum.The Comprehensive Fee covers many ofthe administration's pet
pork barrel projects. The fee should
be broken down in a series of ballot
questions and time should be given
to debate the icsnes.
This way there will be no"misunderstanding"ofthe results. We as
adults should be allowed to choose

whether or not we want to employ
any of these services. It is the opinion ofEstabrooke Hall House Council that the university would be better served without Substance Abuse
Services. There are M.D.s available at the Health Center who are
trained health professionals; we do
not need Ph.D.s giving us the high
hat! Additionally, other programs
are available in this area and are
infinitely more effective.
E.H.C. Members: Daniel Ashley,Laura Crawl,Dick Dyer,Kevin
Fougere, Daniel Hagopian, Lewis
Johnson,George Monsky,Cameron Watson, William Whitehouse,
Thomas Williams, Allison Yule.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* *

By Stephen Kurth
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Calvin and Hobbes
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TAURUS(APRIL 20 - MAY 20): Strive to
overcome a tendency to take someone close to
you for granted. Give this person the attention
they deserve.
GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUNE 20): High
sensual energy could lead to attraction towards an intriguing new interest that may be
more than a passing fancy! Love which is
nurtured is destined to last.
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The PANTS!!

by Mike Peters
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POLITICAL DE130c1e,
C.3

CANCER (JUNE 21 - JULY 22): The
flirtation of a new love interest should not be
taken too seriously. Enjoy the attention but
don't read too much into it.
LEO(JULY 23 - Aug. 22): Love can only
work ifboth partners are willing to make a deep
and lasting comminnent. You can't make your
makefeel something that naturallyeludesthem.

;14:49i.

Mother Goose & Grimm

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Detached and analytical, you have a fascination
with underlying structure and causes, whether in nature or in human behavior. Your keen
eyes pare away illusion and pretense,cutting
right to the essential truth of things. A somewhat cynical attitude is mostly a defense, as
you are by and large an optimistic person.
ARIES(MARCH 21 - APRIL 19): When
logic and instinct clash,foresake the former in
favor of the latter. Your intuition guides you
to new,unexplored possibilities in every phase
of your life.

by Bill Watterson

Doonesbury

For Wednesday, April 22
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VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): With all that is
thrown your way it takes great concentration
on the task at hand just to keep your head
above water. Don't allow distractions to affect your productivity.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): When the urge
to explore overcomes you, include a loved
one in your plans. Sharing mutual discovery,
be it through travel or study, enhances the
bond between you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): It isn't
necessary to have the last word, even if you
are sure you are right. Allow a loved one the
opportunity to blow off steam without belittling their point of view.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): There
is much to be said for emotional security,
so
don't be too quick to cast aside your curre
nt
amour in favor of infatuation! Lave
is too
precious to squander

Shoe

•11—.

I•
1

by Jeff MacNelly

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19):
Relationships are hard enough without
having
your differences scrutinized. Cultiv
ate the
positive, like shared dreams and
goals, and
your love will flourish.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20. Feb. 18):
Honesty
may infuriate a loved one, but hidin
g your
feelings only compounds the probl
em later!
Get everything out into the light of
day so it
can be dealt with.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): Peer
pressure
makes it hard to focus on goals.
Don'tchange
in order to suitsomeone else.
Be as accommodating as possible without sacrif
icing your
autonomy.

e
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

EntertainmentPages

* **
For Thursday, April 23
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Responsible and serious, you're wining to take
the time necessary to do things right, and like
to see a project through to completion! Such
determination makes you susceptible to tension and stress related ailments. Striving for
moderation,rather than perfection, helps you
maintain your emotional and physical vitality.
ARIES(MARCH 21- APRIL 19): Looking at money matters may reveal some unpleasant facts, but they are issues that need to
be addressed.Stop being a slave to your credit
cards and reduce debt.

•
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

TAURUS (APRIL 20 - MAY 20): An
abundance of drive and confidence fueled by
your chart amazes everyone,including yourself! There is little beyond your reach now
GEMINI(MAY 21 - JUNE 20): An escape
from a busy social scene provides the opportunity to reflect upon what you truly desire
from life. Put all else aside and take advantage
of the solitude.
CANCER(JUNE 21 - JULY 22): Make an
effort to come of your shell and make new
friends. Those you come in contact with now
will enlighten and inspire you. Move beyond
self-imposed boundaries.

New York Times Daily Crossword

LEO(JULY 23- Aug.22): The stars usher in
a dynamic, productive phase with positive consequences in your personal and professional
prospects. Diligence does not go unrewarded.

No.0310
ACROSS

VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Impulses can
only be satisfied through intellectual and spiritual expansion. Indulging the lust for knowledge creates positive change. Pursue an unusual interest
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): You're given
greater insight into the hidden parts of your
nature, increasing your awareness of unconscious attitudes and biases. It's never too late
for a change of heart.

Tooth pan
S Wrench away
10 Hilarity

30 Gone by

*4 Casino word
IS Vietnamese
capital

40 Signoret-Caan
film

II Depend (on)
17 Prehurricane
activity
IC Slack off
20 Family
21 Work unit
22 Orbs
24 Singer Pete of
The Weavers
20 Paris's beloved
27 Similar

SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): It is suddenly
easier to mesh with others and achieve harmony in relationships. Settling down crosses
your mind while getting to know anew friend,
but don't jump the gun!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Show
superiors that you're willing to do what it takes
to get ahead by taking on additional responsibility and learning job-enhancing skills.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Take a
break from a hectic schedule to indulge personal pleasures. The adventure you seek can
be found in many areas. Take a stab at romance or a new activity.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Achieving
harmony takes priority over other concerns,so
do what you can to enhance your environment
and improve relations with family members.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): As the stars
make you more outgoing and assertive, it is
easier to reach out to others in friendship.
Restless impulses mandate a change in your
everyday routine.

34 TV star Carter

20 Nudges
13 Best Actress
winner 1987

st They sang ' Evil
Woman'

waiting on
30 the
'

62 Krakatoan
outpouring
63 Graveyard
watch
66 F rerizied
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67 Leave oil
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Get answers to any three clues
0000 0000 120000 20 Giants gear
37 Rachel s sister
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4200000 0000 M0000 20 Ex-N J
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0000 0000
0000 Governor
5656(750 each minute).
output

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811275 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
* Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk I-on-1 with a professional astrol*

oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.

Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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GSS makes budget decisions

from page 1

cultur?lly diverse. The members of the Co- for
Arnold Air Society (AAS), an honor
op spoke before the GSS, explaining how organizatio
n for members of Air Force
the group works and what it does.
ROTC.
A motion to vote on the issue cut short
AAS faced three separate threats to its
debate.
budget,first a cut of half, then a total removal
"They voted on it before a lot of issues of funding
and finally only a 10 percent cui
were even discussed," said Theriault. "If Aldrich
told the GSS if it began cutting
they wanted us to be self sufficient, they budgets
by even 10 percent,he would resign.
should have let us talk about it two years
"You can'tjust say let's cut this or that,"
ago. Now they just cut us off."
Aldrich said."That is not how this process is
The representatives had come to talk to done."
the GSS in hopes ofsaving the Co-op.P'Nuts
The GSS also voted to withhold funding
received no funding from GSS.
for all alumni newsletters.The cut freed up
Many other issues were brought up last money for
other uses that would more dinight. Among them a debate about funding rectly benfit
students here on campus.

Puppets from the Milkweed Puppet Theatre Perform at the Hudson Museum.

Nadine
Strossen

President of the American Civil Liberties Union

1114Et=iffig

Ms. Strossen
is an astute
constitutional
scholar with
a keen
interest in
the First
Amendment.
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r
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•Congressional campaign

Dead featuses may not be
censored from campaign ads
By John Solomon
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— Michael Bailey,
an adman-turned-politician, knows his antiabortion campaign ads showing dead fetuses
never would have made it onto television if he
weren't a congressional candidate.
"No doubt people will be shocked and
horrified.... But I knew the law," said Bailey,
an Indiana Republican vying for his party's
nomination to challenge Democratic Rep.
Lee Hamilton this fall.
Television stations are prohibited under federal law from denying access or censoring any
federal candidate's ad "even if it is libelous,
vulgar or in bad taste" — even though stations
forbid condom ads or censor other sexual
innuendo from their commercial clients.
Stations in Indiana and neighboring Kentucky still asked the Federal Communications
Commission whether they could refuse to air
Bailey's ads. The answer was no, and their
switchboards lit up when the ads began airing
Monday.
"I had a lady call me who is five months
pregnant who was just hysterically sobbing
and crying," said George Hunter, station
manager at WHAS-TV in Louisville, Ky.
"She couldn't believe what she had seen."
Bailey,a COMMCItialad promoter making
his first run for office, said he ran the ads
"regardless of the political consequences. ...
I'm pro-life and I owe it to the people to tell
them why." "I
In one of the ads, Bailey begins by telling
the viewer the contents are not suitable for

young children and abortion is not suitable for
the United States. He then airs 15 seconds of
pictures of dead fetuses.
Bailey said the footage of the fetuses was
taken from a documentary on abortion.
"If something is so horrifying we can't
stand to look at it, why are we tolerating it?"
another of Bailey's ads says as it shift from
pictures of live children to dead fetuses.
Hunter said the calls were split between
people either horrified by the graphic nature
ofthe ads or those "who felt it was time these
sort of things were shown."
WISH-TV in Indianapolis is running a
disclaimer with the ads that warn viewers
about the graphic content and notes the station's obligation to air them, News Director
Lee Giles said.
Giles said of the first 144 callers to his
station, 96 had a negative reaction, while 48
supported the ads.
Federal laws require television and radio
stations to provide air time at the lowest
available price for all legally qualifledfederal
candidates wishing to advertise,beginning 45
days before a primary and 60 days before a
general election.
"Congress felt ... candidates should have
unfettered access to the public," said Milton
Gross,chief of the FCC's political branch.
Bailey's ads are not the first this campaign
season that raised questions about proper
content of political commercials.
Republican presidential candidate Pat
Buchanan aired an ad accusing President Bush
of supporting "pornographic and blasphemous art."

Orono Travel Stop
17 Stillwater Avenue
Orono, Maine • 827-3459

CITGO,

We have CITGO quality gas, so come in to our
new convenience store located
at 17 Stillwater Ave., Orono
and let our fuel attendants cater to you!

• Citgo-The Sign of Quality •
Wide selection of freshly made sandwiches
on our famous homemade bread.

FREE 1 liter bottle of Coke with every fill-up

(while supplies last.)
Daily Specials • Hot Dishes
CLIP AND SAVE

Monday, April 27, 1992
8pm 101 Neville Hall
free to the public

r$2.00

$2.0

0i
$2.00
off
i
I All Deli Items including Hot Food.
I
Limit one per customer per visit.
Offer expires May 4,1 992.
Hours: Sun. - Thurs. 6am to lOpm
Fri. and Sat. 6am to 12 midnight
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Forum
from page 1
with groups across campus and listening to
their suggestions. Right now,I haven't made
any changes to the Budget Task report, and
there is a chance that I may not, I'm not
sure," he said.
He said UMaine's budget report is due in
the chancellor's office this Friday.
Several faculty raised concerns about
the "decreased interest" in maintaining the
quality of graduate education and research.
"I'm well aware that to have a good
university, we need good faculty.To do that,
we obviously need good graduate and research programs," he said.
Hutchinson also said it was important for
the university to maintain quality undergraduate education, and didn't suggest any

•Anti-Abortion

plans for change.
"What I see here, is an ideal balance,"
he said.
Other faculty members said the recent
UMaine administration gave them a sense
of helplessness.
"We have no control over what happens
to us anymore. The current UMaine system
superimposed over this university has meant
one or two more layers of bureaucracy we
have to deal with.
"Somehow, we've got to restore that
(control)," one faculty member said.
Hutchinson said this helpless feeling people
were experiencing may be "within ourselves."
"I'm not sure if this is more a feeling,
than a reality, but I want to turn that

around," he said.
To help faculty and staff gain a greater
sense of control, Hutchinson said he would
work to "empower" the deans and department chairs, by keeping them informed and
by giving them a more "active roll in decision making."
After the forum, Hutchinson skid he has
been pleased with the high turnoutat hisforums.
"There has been quite a bit of repetition,
in the concerns I'm hearing, but mostly I'm
hearing the depth of people's concerns.
"It's a truly tense feeling that comes
across. It's here, and its more than it should
be," he said.
Hutchinson's last forum will be held
April 24 at 11 a.m., in the Bangor Lounge.

Rough riders...

Editors settle
out ofcourt
DES MOINES,Iowa(AP)— Twoeditors
fired for their anti-abortion activities settled
for $35,000 Monday before the trial on their
religious discrimination lawsuit began.
John Kennedy,34,and Terri Lambertsen,
29, who organized an anti-abortion group,
lost theirjobs at The Fairfield Ledger on April
9, 1990.
The newspaper said the editors' activities
damaged the paper's credibility. The editors
said the firings violated religiousfreedom rights.
The editors sued for a lifetime of earnings;
their suit did not seta specific dollar figure.They
will divide the $35,000from the paper's former
owners,a spokesman for the owners said.
The settlement says the 4,900-circulation
newspaper agrees that the editors were acting
out of religious, not political, convictions.
"I believe the statement will show that our
conflict of interest principle has been upheld," Ledger publisher Byron Kimble said.
"That was one of the main issues we were
concerned about. Ifa newspaper doesn't have
credibility, there's nothing there."

A group of students tool around campus, enjoy
ing Tuesday's unseasonably
warm weather.(Howland photo.)

It's only when you fall between the cracks
that your life goes to pot.
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•'The Yellow Kid'

Classic comic
strips discovered
By William Kates
Associated Press Writer

SYRACUSE,N.Y.(AP)— Eleven original illustrations of America's first recurring
comic strip character, the Yellow Kid, have
been found in the collection of Syracuse University's Byrd Library.
The II ink,pencil and watercolor drawings
by Richard Felton Outcault make up the largest
body of original Yellow Kid artwork in existence. Only four other original illustrations
exist, curator Mark Weimer said Monday.
They were discovered in January by a
staffer indexing Syracuse's extensive but uncataloged collection of materialfrom the Street
& Smith publishing company,said Weimer,
the library's curator of special collections.
"The Yellow Kid,it's safe to say, was the
first superstar ofcomics," said Brian Walker,
exhibit director ofthe Museum ofCartoon Art
in Rye Brook, N.Y., and the son of "Beetle
Bailey" cartoonist Mort Walker.
"The Yellow Kid is truly the beginning
of what is perhaps one of two uniquely
American art forms," said Murray Tinkelman, a Syracuse art professor and widely
known illustrator.
At the height of his popularity in the late
1890s, the Yellow Kid appeared on buttons,
cracker tins, cigarette packs, games, ladies'
fans, puzzles and toys. He even became a
figure in a Broadway show, said Walker.
The Yellow Kid became a weapon in the
ruthless New York City circulation war
between Joseph Pulitzer and William Ran-'
dolph Hearst.
The unnamed, bald street urchin with two
large teeth, large ears and bare feet was introduced on May 5, 1895, as a character in
Outcault's slum-world cartoon "Hogan's
Alley," in Pulitzer's New York World.
The Yellow Kid, named for the yellow
nightshirt he wore, soon became the focal
point of Outcault's panels.

Part time or full
time positions

available

for weekend and evening
hours. Apply in person.

Subway
18 Mill St.
Orono
866-3550

Buy any Footiong
Sub with a
Medium Drink and
get the second
Sub for 99t

18 Mill Street. Orono
866.3550
Good onfy in-store, not
for t.-.3e on delivery
Expires 4.23.92
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• Black Bears baseball may finally play in Maine today
• A state of"UMaine sports and stuff' column
• And way much more eh....

The Campus •UMaine Baseball
Sports Ticker Black Bears moving closer to home game
By Tim Hopley

Mailman named NBA
Player of the Week
Karl Malone of the Utah Jazz, who
averaged 32.5 points and 10.5 rebounds
in four victories last week, was named
NBA player of the week for the last
week of the regular-season season.

Celts' Coach Ford drives
to NBA honor
Chris Ford of the Boston Celtics,
whose team went 9-1 over the final 10
games of the regular season to finish
first in the Atlantic Division, was named
NBA coach of the month for April.

Canseco, Candiotti
named tops for week
Jose Canseco of the Oakland Athletics, who hit .367 with three homers and
10 RBIs last week,was named the American League player of the week. Tom
Candiotti of the Los Angeles Dodgers,
who allowed fur runs in two completegame victories, received the NL award.

Borg comeback stutters
Bjorn Borg,returning to the scene of
last year's comeback, made another
quick exit with a 7-6 (7-5), 6-2 loss to
injury-hampered Wayne Ferreira in the
first round of the Monte Carlo Open.
In a first-round match lacking excitement and quality play, the 20-year-old
South African was able to beat the 35year-old Borg despite a thigh problem that
affected his play throughout the match.

America3 sails ahead of
Stars & Stripes
Bill Koch's America3 edged threetime winner Dennis Conner's Stars &
Stripes by I minute,47 seconds to take
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-13 defender
final. Arnerica3's victory extended its
winning streak over Stars & Stripes to
four and its overall record against Stars
& Stripes to 10-3.
In the challenger final,Italy's Il Moro
di Venezia held off New Zealand by a
second to even the best-of-9series at 1-1.

•The Boston Marathon

Fellow first-year hurler Doug McEwen the outfield(Steve Puleo and Mike D'Andrea)
shouldered the loss,allowing a sacrifice fly in and a would-be red-shirt at shortstop(Todd
the bottom ofthe seventh to the Terriers Mike Livingston).
They're getting Morello which plated North Atlantic ConferWinkin had planned to have infielder Chris
closer.
ence Player of the Week Jack Janasiewicz Mulligan replace Brian Seguin at short with
The University of (.500 average, double, home run, two runs Livingston moving to second, but Mulligan
Maine baseball team scored and four RBI in the series).
was hit in the eye during pre-game infield
4
may play its first game
drills and could not go.
on Maine soil WednesThe Blacks Bears outhit the hosts from
day afternoon at 3:30
Boston 28-20 on the weekend and outscored
p.m. when they host the University of Rhode
them as well 16-9, but could only come away
Island at Hadlock Field in Portland.This would
with the split.
be the first of the season for the Black Bears.
Now 11-19 overall and 3-9 in the NAC,
Asfor the real first home Orono game,that
UMaine still has 14 league games remaining.
may come tomorrow afternoon when Husson
And with the rest of the conference all having
College, a mid-season addition to the schedat least six losses(except Vermont which is 7ule, comes to Mahaney Diamond at 3:3 p.m:
4)the Black Bears still have an outside chance
After receiving strong starting pitching
at winning the conference, albeit slim.
from Mike D'Andrea (9 Ks) and Ronnie
Hewes (carried no-hitter into the sixth) in
Hanging curvelialls and 3-2 sliders
sweeping a Saturday twinbill from Boston
• D'Andrea leads the NAC in strikeouts
University, UMaine had to settle for a split of
Todd Livingston was a weekend cata- per nine innings with 10.35. He leads UMaine
the weekend set, dropping Sunday's doublelyst according to Coach John Winkin. with 46 in 40 innings of work.
dip 4-3 and 5-4.
•The Black Bears are 3-8 in one nin games
Big righty Mark Ballard pitched well dePlaying without the entire starting in- this season. They are also0-2 in extra inning
spite losing the first game Sunday. He struck field due to the gambling suspensions,Coach affairs, have four come-from-behind wins
out 10 in 6 1/3 innings.
John Winkin fielded a team which saw a and have lost eighttimes(in the last 13 losses)
Rookie Ryan Smith, making his first col- hockey player at both second and third base in their opponents last at-bat.
legiate start in place of the suspended Jason (Wayne Conlan and converted outfielder
•UMaine is 53-48-1 versus Rhode Island
Rajotte and Frank Barresi, allowed six hits Justin Tomberlin),an outfielder at first base in the all-time series.They defeated the Rams
and four runs in 4 1/3 innings.
(Glen Stupienski), a catcher and pitcher in twice a season ago.
Sports Editor

BLACK BP R
ga(‘eball

•Baseball and the big screen

Baseball movies aplenty
Mets right-hander Jack Fisher. Mazeroski hit
a
hard grounder to third baseman Ken Boyer,
AP Baseball Writer
who stepped on the bag to start a 5-4-3 triple
The best curve in history, an intentional play (Jerry Buchek made the play at second
triple play and angels in the outfield can't be and Ed Kranepool was at first).
seen at the ballpark. You can only see those
Just before the triple play started, sports
things in the movies.
writer Oscar Madison (Walter Matthau) was
America's fascination with baseball has called to the phone. His roommate, Felix
not been missed by Hollywood in recent years Unger(Jack Lemmon)wanted to know what
and this season's entry is'The Babe."
he wanted for dinner.
The movies about baseball have portrayed
"I remember it was done before an afterreality,and borrowed on the hopesand dreams noon game and Jack Lemmon was on the
field," said Mazemski, who played 17 years
that a boys' game offers.
Sometimes,it was even hard to tell where for the Pirates and was one of baseball's best
defensive players.
reality stopped and fiction started.
In June 1967, a scene from the "Odd
In "Pride of the Yankees," the film biogCouple" was filmed at Shea Stadium. The raphy of first baseman Lou Gehrig, Babe
script called for a member of the Pittsburgh Ruth played himself and wasjoined by teamPirates to hit into a triple play with the New mates Bill Dickey, Bob Meuse! and Mark
Koenig. Sportscaster Bill Stern also played
York Mets holding a 1-0 lead.
With the bases loaded and none out, Pitts- himself in the film.
burgh second baseman Bill Maz.eroski faced
The part of Gehrig was played by Gary
Cooper. Cooper was a natural right- hander
and Gehrig hit from the left side.
To help Cooper with his swing, the movie's director enlisted major leaguers Babe
Herman and Lefty 0'Doul. For authenticity,
the filmakers had Cooper bat his natural way,
unchallenged in the Boston Marathon.
then flipped the movie print so that he came
And both crossed the finish line Monday
out as a left-hander, like Gehrig.
with fantastic times.
Gehrig, who died in 1941, co-starred in
Hussein, a Kenyan who won his third
the 1938 musical Western "Rawhide."
Boston Marathon and second in a row,had the
In 1920, Ruth played the part of a county
second best men's time of the 96 races in the
bumpkin in "Headin Home," and in 1927
event's history, 2 hours, 8 minutes, 14 secappeared in —The Babe Comes Home."
onds.
In 1961, Roger Mans set a major-league
Markova,a Russian making her first Boswith 61 home runs and Mickey Mantle
record
ton appearance, won in 2:23:43, the second
See MOVIES on page 18
See MARATHON on page 18

By Jim Donaghy

Hussein, Markova win in Boston
By Howard Ulman
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON(AP)— Plenty of runners had
speed and stamina.Ibrahim Hussein and Olga
Markova also had the smartsto survive a brisk
early pace.
They lurked hundreds of yards behind the
early leaders,saving their energy and waiting
for the pacesetters to poop out. Then they
spurted ahead and galloped the final six miles

•Column

State ofUMaine
sports and stuff
By Tim Hopley
No,the AP machine's not broken again,
but there still hasn't been any sports on
campus in the last, oh say, month or so.
So yes,it's time for another 'state ofthe
school sports and other stuff' column.
• Obviously the main item on most
peoples' sports minds is the gambling ring
broken at UMaine. Nineteen student-athletes were involved among the 40 total.
Athletic Director Michael Ploszek is
handling things in-house which, in my
mind is the right way.Hopefully those who
were merely placing bets will be back
playing soon and those who were the socalled "ring-leaders" won't.
• Can you say "When the hell are we
gonna play baseball at Mahaney?"
As ofright this very moment(2:27 p.m.
Tuesday),the Black.Bears are scheduled to
play in Portland UNIKKTOW (Wednesday)
and finally at Mahaney Thursday.

&MHzthewonderful Maine weather,
It Couldthange at a moment's notice.
So far tbis toeason there have been 16
games canceled, postponed, moved,
changed,flooded,snowed-out or just not
played when they Were scheduled, by far
"the wont season weathee-wise" Coach
John Winkin hasseen in his 37-plus years
as a baseball coach.
*Milersalefeeling badfor thesuspvension-ridden baseballteam,tom afew sympathiesin Os&Janet Anderson's direction.
The'Mainesoftball team also has yet
StedebbathiN on Page 19
-•

•
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Boston Marathon

from page 17

Baseball movies

from pagc 17
best women's time in Boston since 1972, in 1988
in the closest finish ever in Boston,ran hit 54. Prior to the
start of the 1962 season, Pirates did indeed start to win,
when women became official competitors in with Ikang
but an orphan
aa and Boniface Merende of Ken- Mans and Mantl
e
co- starred in "Safe at girl discovered the reason.
the race, and the best women's time in the ya to
the 20-mile mark.
Home."
world in five years.
Jimmy Stewart portrayed Chicago White
Then Ikangaa faded. One mile later, MeIn the film, a 10-year-old boy told his Sox pitcher
Their rewards were impressive— $60,000 rende dropp
Monty Stratton, whose career
ed back,leaving Hussein striding friends he was a buddy
of both Mans and ended at 26 when a hunting accide
each for winning. So were their victory mar- strong
nt resulted
ly accompanied only by the throng that Mantle and then
had to figure out a way to in the amputation of his
gins — a 2-minute, 25-second advantage for cheer
right
leg.
ed from the sides of the road. Ikangaa really meet
the Yankees stars.
Hussein over Joaquim Pinheiro of Portugal finish
In 1937, Stratton was 15-5 and followed
ed fourth and Merende sixth.
"I remember it was filmed in spring train- that with a
and a2-minute,43-second gap between Mark15-9 mark. After the accident in
Hussein was confident Karori couldn't ing at Fort
Lauderdale," Mantle said."I think November 1938,Stratt
ova and Yoshiko Yamamoto of Japan.
on never pitched in the
last at his fast pace.
I missed a few lines, but I don't think they majors again
The weather — cloudy skies and a tembut did win 18 games for Sher"I wasn't worried about him," Hussein wanted
me for my acting ability."
perature of 58 degrees at the start — was said.
man ofthe Class C East Texas League in 1946.
"I would have been worried if he were
In the film, actor William Frawley, better
conducive to a fast pace.
Anthony Perkins starred in the 1957 film
still in the lead at 16 miles."
known as Fred Mertz from the"!Love Lucy" "Fear
Uta Pippig of Germany,one of the womStrikes Out" about Boston's Jim PierPinheiro,the runner-up in 2:10:39,said,"1 TV show,
played the part of a Yankee coach. sail and the mental illnes
en's favorites and a victim of the early pace, tried to
s he suffered at the
stay back.The first part ofthe race was Frawley also
had a part in the "Babe Ruth start of his career.
realized her mistake when she tried to keep up too fast.
... I couldn't go out fast like the other Story."
with leader Wanda Panfil in the early stages. runne
On the fictitious side, Ray Milland played
rs did."
Mantle, along with Yogi Berra, also ap- a nutty profes
The pace,she said,"was crazy.... I was so
sor who developed an unhittable
The rapid pace also carried over into the peared
in the 1962 comedy-romance 'That curveballin the
tired."
film"It Happens Every Spring."
wheelchair competition where the winners Touch
of Mink," starring Cary Grant and
Panfil, the favorite and defending champi- set world
Big box office hits recently have been
records in the men's and women's Doris Day.
on, later succumbed to the speed as Markova divisi
"Field of Dreams,""Bull Durham,"and `The
on.
Ralph Kiner played himself in the 1951 Natural."
went by herjust after the 18-mile mark ofthe 26Defending champion Jim Knaub of Long film "Ange
ls in the Outfield." In the film,
mile,385-yard endurance test.Pippig recovered Beach
And in 1952, the part of aging pitcher
, Calif., won his fourth men's title in manager (iuffy
McGovern (played by Paul Grover Cleveland Alexa
to finish third, while Panfil ended up sixth.
nder in "The Win1:26:28. Heinz Frei set the previous record of Dougl
as) promised to lead a good life if his ning Team"
"She's really happy she didn't run with 1:27:53
was played by 4I-year-old Rolast year. Jean Driscoll of Cham- lowly Pirate
s could win a few games. The nald Reagan.
Wanda on the first part because the second paign
, Ill., won the women's division in
part is very hard," a translator said for Mark- 1:36:5
2,breaking the mark of 1:42:42 she set
•General Sports
ova moments after she crossed the finish line. in last
year's Boston race.
The pace was even faster among the men
Americans weren't a threat in the open
as Simon Karori of Kenya covered the first 10 divisi
ons as the U.S. men had their Olympic
kilometers, just over 6 miles, in 28:43, one trials
April 11 and the women had theirs in late
NEW YORK(AP)— CBS sportscaster Ranch
second faster than the former Boston record Januar
o Mirage, Calif., on Friday. Rosen
y.
Pat kittmerall, who has waged what he would
for that checkpoint.
not confirm that it was for alcohol
The top American male finisher Monday admits is a life
-or-death struggle with alco- abuse, saying
He had charged in front at the start and was Doug
only that it was "purely a
Kurtis, of Northville, Mich., who hol,has taken a leave
ofabsence and checked personal problem."
held a lead of up to 200 yards over a pack that finish
ed second in the masters division and himself into the Betty
Ford Clinic for treatranged from four to eight other runners, all 19th
Summerall was hospitalized in Florida
overall in 2:17:03. Jane Welzel, of Fort ment, his agent
confirmed Tuesday.
Africans.But at 13 miles,Hussein,three other
in
Decem
ber 1990 with upper gastro-intesCollins, Colo., was the top U.S. woman,fin"Pat decided at the Masters that he needed tinal
Kenyans and three-time runner-upJuma Ikan- ishing
bleed
ing and one month later admitted
10th in 2:36:21.
some help to lick a medical problerti," agent
gaa of Tanzania caugilt him and Karori was
that
his
docto
rs told him if he drank again,
The race attracted an official field of9,625, Bob Rosen said.
"If you have a broken leg, "I'd be dead very shortl
never a factor after that.
y."
breaking the previous Boston record of9,412 you go to
a doctor. He's gone to a doctor."
Hussein, who beat Ikangaa by one second set in
Rosen
said
Summe
rall
most likely would
1990.
Summerall,61,checked into the clinic in be
back to work by May 23.

Summerall returns for treatment

Are you someone

who wants to build a resume,
make new friends, be a role model,
and help others?

Then Attend an
R.A. Info Session:

Thursday, April 23rd
4pm, York Hall Main Lounge

This session isfor students
currently enrolled
at UMaine,
living on or off-campus.
Students must attend
an information session
to obtain an application
and subsequently
be considered
for an interview;
sto,lents must attend
en re session
(a, roxitnately one hour).

Thursday Night
at the Den
Presents

Soteet
70.affeeft4

8:30pm - 1:00am
Free Admission
Sponsored by SEA of SItuktit Got
ernmeta
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Board
Major League Baseball

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pci
Gtt
Toronto
11
3
.786
New York
8
5
.615 2 1/2
Baltimore
7
5
.583
3
Boston
5
6
.455 4 1t2
Milwaukee
5
6
.455 4 1/2
Cleveland
5
9
.357
6
Detroit
3 11
.214
8
West Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Oakland
10
4
.714
Chicago
8
4
.667
1
Texas
9
5
.643
1
California
7
5
.583 2 1/2
Seattle
7
7
.500
3
Minnesota
4
8
.333
5
Kansas City
1
II
.083
8
Not including Tuesday's games
Wednesday's Games
Calif(Finley 0-0) at Oakland (Moore 1-0), 3:15
Boston (Clemens 2-1) at Milwaukee(Wegman
1-1). 7:05 p.m.
Cleveland(Nagy 2-1)at Toronto(Sticb 0-0),7:35
New York (Sanderson 2-1.) at Chicago(Fernandez 1-1), 8:35 p.m.
Baltimore (Sutcliffe 2-1) at Kansas City (Davis
0-1), 8:35 p.m.
Detroit (Aldred 0-2), at Texas (Bohanon 0-0),
8:35 p.m.
Minnesota(Krueger 2-0)at Seattle(Hanson 1-2),
10:05 p.m.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Pittsburgh
10
2
.833
St. Louis
6
6
.500
4
Montreal
6
7
.462 4 1/2
New York
6
7
.462 4 1/2
Chicago
5
6
.455 4 1/2
Philadelphia
4
9
.308 6 1/2
West Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Houston
8
5
.615
San Francisco
7
6
.538
1
Los Angeles
7
7
.500 1 1/2
San Diego
7, 7
.500 1 1/2
Atlanta
6
8
.429 2 1/2
Cincinnati
6
8
.429 2 1/2
Not including Tuesday's games
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia(Mulholland 0-2)at Chicago(Boskie
2-0), 2:20 p.m.
Atlanta (Glavine 2-0) at San Diego (Hurst 0-1).
4:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh(Drabek 2-1)at Montreal(D.Martinez
1-2), 7:35 p.m.
Si Louis(Tewksbury 1-0)at New York(Cone 11), 7:40 p.m.
San Francisco (Downs 0-2) at Houston (Harnisch 1-2), 8:35 p.m.
Cincinnati(Browning 2-1)at Los Angeles(Martinez 0-1), 10:35 p.m.

American and National League Leaders

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING-Seitzer, Milwaukee,.417; Hoiles,
Baltimore,.378;[Johnson. Chicago,.364.
RUNS-RAlomar,Toronto. 14; RKelly, New
York, 11; Polonia, California, 11.
RBI-Canscco, Oakland, 16; Hall. New York,
16; Fielder, Detroit, 13.
HITS--Baerga, Cleveland, 19; Gonzalez.
Texas, 19; RAlomar, Toronto, 19.
DOUBLFS--EMartinez, Seattle,6; Jefferies.
Kansas City, 6; Sierra, Texas,6.
TRIPLES-Anderson, Baltimore, 2:21 are
tied with 1.
HOME RUNS--Canseco, Oakland. 6:
McGwire, Oakland. 5; Fielder, Detroit, 5.
STOLEN BASES-Lofton, Cleveland, 8;
Hamilton, Milwaukee,6; RAlomar, Toronto. 5.
PITCHING(2 Decisions)-Hibbard,Chicago,
3-0, 1.000, 1.17; McDowell, Chicago, 3-0,
1.(XX), 4.30; KBrown, Texas, 3-0, 1.000,2.16
STRIKEOUTS-Clemens, Boston, 28;
RJohnson, Seattle, 26; JuGuzman, Toronto, 24;

Get Smart!
•Foreign and Domestic Repairs
•24 Hour Wrecker Service
•Collision Repairs
•Complete Paint jobs
•Rust Repairs
•Reasonably-Priced

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BAITING-Kruk, Philadelphia,.408;
DSanders, Atlanta,.407; Davis, LA,.395.
RUNS-Bonds,Pittsburgh, 14; DSanders,
Atlanta, 12; Bonilla, New York, 11.
RBI--Sheffield, San Diego, 13; Bonds.
Pittsburgh, 12; Gant, Atlanta, 11.
HITS--DSanders, Atlanta, 24; Biggio, Houston,
20; Kruk, Philadelphia, 20.
DOUBLES-Wallaob, Montreal, 7; Biggio,
Houston, 5; Duncan, Philadelphia, 5.
TRIPLES-DSanders, Atlanta,6; Butler, Los
Angeles, 4; Clayton. San Francisco, 2;
HOME RUNS-Bonds,Pittsburgh,6; McGriff,
San INego,4; Amaro, Philadelphia, 3.
STOLEN BASES-Lankford. St. Louis, 7;
Grissom, Montreal,6; Roberts, Cincinnati, 6.
PITCHING(2 Decisions)-13 are tied with
1.000.
STRIKEOUTS-Cone,New York, 23;
Candiotti, Los Angeles,22; Glavine, Atlanta, 21;
Belcher, Cincinnati, 20; Rijo, Cincinnati, 20.

10% Student Discount
on Foreign and Domestic Repairs
with ID.

SMART'S AUTO BODY
324 North Main Street, Oid Town
Business flours Phone, 827-2331
Nights & Weekends 827-S654
Sid Smart, Owner

St. Louis 5. Chicago 3, series tied I- I
Vancouver 3, Winnipeg 2, series tied I-I
Los Angeles 8, Edmonton 5, series tied 1-1
Tuesday, April 21
Hartford at Montreal, 7:35 p.m.
Buffalo at Boston, 7:35 p.m.
New Jersey at N.Y. Rangers, 7:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Washington, 7:35 p.m.
Wednesday, April 22
Detroit at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Chicago at St. Louis, 8:35 p.m.
Vancouver at Winnipeg,9:35 p.m.
Los Angeles at Edmonton,9:35 p.m.

North Atlantic Conference
Baseball
W L Pct W L
Delaware
13 7 .650 25 8
Vermont
7 4 .636 16 6
N'Eastem
11 7 .611 16 9
Hartford
6 6 .500 12 13
Drexel
8 9 .471 14 14
UNH
4 6 .400 7 9
Hos Univ
5 9 .357 7 16
UMAINE
3 9 .250 11 19
Player of the Week
1B Jack Janasiewicz, Boston Univ,
Pitcher of the Week
RHP Brady Frost, Vermont
Batting Leaders
Ab
H
Brian Wallace, Del
133
62
Steve Matthews, UH
72
32
Dan Donato, BU
84
35
Dave Stewart, UNH
56
23
Brian Lesher, Del
107
43

Pct
.758
.727
.640
.480
.500
.438
.304
.367

Avg
.466
.444
.417
.411
.402

NBA Play-offs
Thursday, April 23
New Jersey at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.
Indiana at Boston,8 p.m.
LA Lakers at Portland, 10:30 p.m.
Seattle at Golden State, 10:30 p.m.
Friday, April 24
Miami at Chicago,8 p.m.
Detroit at New York,8 p.m.
LA Clippers at Utah, 10:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Phoenix, 10:30 p.m.

Stanley Cup play-offs
DIVISION SEMIFINALS
(Best-of-7)
Saturday, April 18
Minnesota 4, lktroit 3
Winnipeg 3, Vancouver 2
Chicago 3. St. Louis 1
Edmonton 3. Los Angeles 1
Sunday, April 19
Montreal 2, Hartford 0, Montreal leads series
I -I)
Buffalo 3, Boston 2, Buffalo leads series 1-0
Washington 3, Pittsburgh I, Washington leads
series 1-0
N.Y. Rangers 2, New Jersey I. N.Y. Rangers
lead series 1-0
Monday, April 20
Minnesota 4, Detroit 2, Minnesota leads series
2-0

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
OAKLAND ATHLETICS-Recalled Jerry
Browne, infielder, from Tacoma of the Pacific
Coast League. Optioned John Briscoe. pitcher,
to Tacoma of the Pacific Coast League.
National League
HOUSTON ASTROS-Placed Ken Caminiti.
third baseman, on the I5-day disabled list.
Recalled Eric Yelding, infielder, from Tucson
of the Pacific Coast League.
MONTREAL EXPOS-Optioned Doug
Simons, pitcher, to Indianapolis of the
American Association. Recalled Mel Rojas,
pitcher, from Indianapolis. Transferred Darren
Reed, outfielder, from a 20-day injury
rehabilitation assignment to the I5-day
disabled list.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Placed Bob Walk,
pitcher, on the 15-day disabled list. Recalled
Dennis Lamp, pitcher, from Buffalo of the
American Association.
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-Assigned
Mike Benjamin, infielder, to Phoenix of the
Pacific Coast League on a rehabilitation
assignment.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS-Added Tom
Tolbert, forward, to the playoff roster.
Removed Jud Buechler, forward, from the
playoff roster.
INDIANA PACERS-Activated Rik Smits,
center, from the injured list. Removed Randy
Wittman, guard, from the playoff roster.
PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZERS-Activated
Robert Pack, guard, from the injured list.
Removed Lamont Strothers, guard, from the
playoff roster.
SEATTLE-SUPERSONICS-Activated
Benoit Benjamin, center, from the injured list.
Removed Ban Kofoed, guard, from the
playoff roster.

The College of Sciences Honors
Recognition Reception
will be held Friday, April 24th
from 4 - 6pm
Room 101 Neville Hall.

Important Notice
for Off-Campus Students
•Are you looking for housing for 1992-1993?
•Tired of looking for parking?
•Do you Want to be close to classes
and campus activities?
Residential life offers a variety of housing and meal plan
options. All include free local dialing service and cable
TV. There is also the opportunity to sign onto the MAC
ACT program which provides residents with a Macintosh
computer, printer, and network and mainframe access.
For details, contact the Office of Residential Life, 103
Hilltop COmmons, or call us at 581-4583.

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for

$4.99
Eat In or Take Out
Deliverx
50Czer
OMB MB.
IMP =III
GM Millorder

r

2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for

$8.99
Eat In or Take out
.
Deliveg
.504_per
1
UMW INIMorder .

•

4
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The state of UMaine sports and various other good stuff
to play a home contest and have only four left
on their schedule.The Black Bears are scheduled to play host to Drexel and Delaware at
Lengyel Field Saturday and Sunday.
•Good news on the hockey front. UMaine
received letters of intent from the Ferraro
twins,Peter and Chris. They willjoin the fold
next season along with talented Paul Kariya
and five other rookies.
Maybe they'll form a Terrific Trio line, a
la Michigan's Fab Five in basketball?
Also, it's great to see Scott Pellerin's
number(#8)is going to be retired. Whoever
suggested it and saw it through should be
highly commended.
• Speaking of basketball, the Black Bear
men also added another recruit last week.

Chris Collins outofPatterson, NJ willjoin
the ranks of Coach Rudy Keeling's squad.
Collins,at6-foot-4and 195 pounds,looks to
be a small forward. He averaged 23 points per
game and joins Casey Arena, Terry Hunt and
Reggie Smith in a promising recruiting class.
• UMaine women's hoop Coach Trish
Roberts was recently named an assistantcoach
for the US Junior National team.
The squad, which consists of the countries' best first-year players from the 1991-92
season, will participate in the Junior National
qualifying tournament in July with the top
four finishers making the championship tourney in the summer of 1993 in Korea.
Roberts will serve under South Carolina
Coach Nancy Wilson.

from page 17

On to the national sports scene.
thing no one thought they would(solid pitch•Regardless of what the Celtics are doing ing) and too little of something they
though
now(which,contrary to popular belief,I think they had plenty of(hitting).
is great),!still stick by my summation ofa few
Frank Viola will come around and once
weeks ago.
the weather warms up so will Jack Clark's and
The "Big Three" (Parish, Bird and Phil Planner's bats. Hopefully Toronto
won't
McHale)are near the end. Reggie Lewis has be 22 IR games up by then.
carried this team in the last two weeks of the
As far as baseball in general, it was good
regular season almost out of necessity.
to see an umpire(Tim Tschida) make a safe
He is the future ofthis team and will play an call when a middle infielder missed
tagging
importantrole in any play-offsuccessthey may second base on a double play attempt
.
hopefully have.
Regardless of what Chris Castellano may
• The only thing I can say about the tell you, it was not a conspiracy
against the
Bruins is I hope they win at least one game Yankees because they were doing
too well.
against the Sabres.
•Lastly on to baseball and the Red Sox.
(Tim Hopley is the Sports Editor of The
Currently at 5-6, they are getting some- Maine Campus)

Maine Campus classifieds

Stop by the basement ofLord Hall
Mr your chtssified ad.

help wanted

apartments

apartments

Colorado Summer lobs. Try working
and playing in the Rocky Mountains.
For information on how, when, and
where to apply for summer and winter
jobs at Colorado Ski Resorts,send $7to
Ski Press, Box 2620ME, Dillon, CO
80435-2620.

stufffor sale

Wanted to Rent: 4 BR house 12 mo.
lease or longer from early summer.
Professional family. Call 866-3644.

Searsport,Summer cottage, sleeps6
well-equipped, ocean view, access
beach & small boat. Walk to town. 6/
1-7/17, 9/1-9/30. S400/WK, $700 2
WKs. Leave message 617-523-6005.
Must Summer Sublet4 BR apt $800/
mo. 3 min. walk to campus lune 1 Labor Day. Greatfor summer session or
jobs. Please call for a wondrous chance
soon 866-4811.

Kenwood stereo 140 watt amp,6 disc
CD player, tuner, equalizer, cassette
deck, contact Howie at 581-3852

Wanted models female/male for fashion/post-contemporary photography
send query letter with photo (will be
returned by May 5) to Thomas Hill
Images Box 8021 Bangor ME 04402
Ice-skating Instructors wanted for
skate with US-Learn to Skate Program
for 1992-93 at the Mond Ice Arena. All
applicants must have had formal skating instruction & possess basic skating
skills. Submit applications & resume to
Betty Fadrigon, Alfond Ice Arena or call
581-1103 for more information.
STOP!!! Need a lob Now and for
Summer? Earn $3 per envelope mailing our Sales Circulars! Start Immediately! Send a Long S.A.S. Envelope:
CMP Distributing Dept. C-100, P.O.
Box 1068, Forked River, NJ 08731
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER CAMP The American Camping
Association (NY)will make your application avail, to over 300 camps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for
college students and professionals. Positions avail: all land and water sports,
kitchen, maintenance, art and crafts,
drama, music,dance, nature,tripping,
R.N.'s, M.D.'s., athletic, waterfront,and
boating directors. Benefits may include
college credit, travel expenses. Experience or certification not necessarily
required. CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION,12 West 31st Street, New
York, NY 10001, 1 -800-777-CAMP

Sublet... or Don't. We'll work with
you. Nice,modem 2BR in Old Town.
1350/mo. inc. heat & HW. W/D in
bdIg.Plenty of parking. Call 827-5131.
Roommate Wanted-Female starting
June 1st. Orono, 1195/mo. + heat +
utilities. Own bedroom + garage. Call
866-7630.

Open your mind to the world-STUDY
ABROAD. Opening still available for
1992-93. Inquire now.

Orono Summer Sublet Yr. lease pass
1250/mo Summer $345/mo yr heat +
hot water incl. pvt parking Call 990-5133
Summer Sublet 3 bedrooms available
in Orono apt near Pat's Pizza. $165 a
month May-August Call 866-0456.
Summer Sublet-Spacious 4RM APT
in Old Town $400/mo includes everything Call 827-0584.
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from $200/
mo Heat+ hot water incl. Call 827-7231.
Available now or for fall semester
Park Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath
units now under new management.
Make an appointment to see the difference. 990-5817 or 862-2061 after 5.
Orono 1 BR furnished modern apt,
Professional setting, walk to UM,
monthly,summeror annual lease. $450
a month plus utilities. 945-5810
Orono Apts, renting 1,2&3 Brms in
Old Town. Heat and hot water included. Available June 1. Call 827-7231
Nice Clean, Big BR in Old Town. 385/
mo +utilities oil heat and hot wtr. Call
Eves. 866-2386
Heated 1 Eic 2 bedroom apts within
walking distance to the university. Tel.
866-2816 or 866-7888.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement. AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.
Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus. Call
945-6955 or 945-5260.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts
NEW 2 bdrm 11/2 bath, on site lndry.
Heat, water,sewer.9 milesfrom UMO,
Bradley Sec. Dep, 1 yr Ise. $575/mo
866-7798

National Student Exchange openings
available for 1992-93. Inquire at The
Maples, 3rd floor.

Summer Sublet Old Town 3bedroom
washer-dryer 1150/person + util Call
827-4956 or 4957 Available May 15.

study abroad
Pre-Departure Orientation for all students who intend to Study Abroad
Friday April 24, 2-5, Memorial Union
Learn about study abroad from experienced people, discuss travel, money,
health, etc. Friday, the 24th.

2 & 3 bedrooms avail. June 1 8662518
Milford first floor 1 BR newly remodeled. Deposit and references. S350/
mo. Call 827-7720.
Room in private home a 2 min. walk
to UMaine. A quiet place to study.
References required. Tel. 866-2816.
HUGE 6 bdrm house still has room
avail. for May-term & summer. $150/
mo. incl. everything. 827-0123.

Freezer upright, 4-shelves and door
racks. Like new. $150. Kevin 581-2538
or 827-2839.
Yamaha 8B200 electric bass w/case.
$300. Ma Pro II electric bass w/ case
1200. Peavey Combo 300 bass amp.
$300.Korg AS digital bass effects processor,fully programmable,flanger/chorus,
delay/reverb,EQ dyna-excitercompressor.. Still in box! $300. Call 866-3034.
Living in a dorm next year? Need
some extra living space? Check out
our 2 Freestanding Lofts. $100 or B.O.
Call 581-7311 if interested

'Money

Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Jet there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCH!(Reported in Let's Go!& NY
Times.) Also, low roundtrip fares to
West coast. AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

Easy Money-Student working in
Ellsworth, living in Orono needs a ride
down and back 2-3 times a week between 5/4 and 8/31. If you're going
my way, this is the easiest cash you'll
ever make. Call x1271.
Looking for your very own cash cow?
Sell T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable! Call 942-0236.

lost 81- found

misc.

LOST: All my marbles. Sometime between September & now. If found,
they're yours, I'm beyond help.

ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY! Free pregtiancy test. 866-5579.

travel

LOST: Navy blue bag containing ART
SUPPLIES + COLOR SWATCHES. Call
947-4617 if found.
LOST(STOLEN):Brown leather wallet
with ID s, cards & some money near
locker room in Memorial Gym. Call
Abhay at 581-3298 leave message.
LOST: Gruen wristwatch, black band,
lost near Geddy's. Call 827-4475.
FOUND: A pair of canoe paddles, at
the Steam Plant Parking Lot on 4/12.
Call John 942-9424 and leave message.
Lose something? Find something?
Stop by The Maine Campus for your
FREE lost or found ad.

graduation
Graduation cakes delivered. Made to
order 866-5640 or place your order
May 1st at our table in the Union.

Orono Thrift Shop-from Main St.
2nd rt. off Pine Sat 11-2, Wed 11-4
Driving to FL May 7. Need a ride?
581-6859

personals
Hey!To the cute girl in ANT 102(You
know who you are). I'll see you at CCC
this Wednesday night!!
You hunk-a--.hunk-a--burning love!
I'll be waiting at the magic show Wed
7:30 Bangor Lounge, The Union
Remember April 23rd is St. Hubbins
Day.Celebrate by defenestrating a pair
of uncomfortable shoes.
J+R-Domine Feli Uni Genite Yeah,
hey, hey, hey,Yeah, hey, hey, hey,Yeah
zoo Christe.-S
Get Personal. Stop by the basement
of Lord Hall today to place yourpersonal ad.

